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1. INTRODUCTION
The topic of underwater noise impacts on the marine environment can logically be seen as
one of the components that pollute the Oceans. Therefore, the first level for addressing this
particular problem is to include it in the general environment policy. Nevertheless, it is clear
that the numerous peculiarities and difficulties linked to this specific topic must be linked to
detailed strategies and thus supported by specific corresponding regulations.
AQUO aims to build practical guidelines to assess and mitigate underwater noise impacts of
maritime transport on the marine fauna. This research project acts within the framework of
FP7 but the role of this initial work package is clearly to identify spatially where the needs
could appear. As a first step the existing regulatory framework will be overviewed.

As a European Research project, the European regulations constitute the key structure to
adhere to. However, it is thought essential to keep active the links that exist within the EU,
from international level rules to very local initiatives. Nevertheless, the aim is not to carry out
an extensive review of all rules but to identify how the underwater noise coming from
shipping is considered and put in force. Identified effort references such as International
Quiet Oceans Experiment or others, could be used to draw good practices.
Prior to any marine regulation study it is important to sum up the legislation spatial split.
Indeed, the observatory's location is important, mainly because this determines the
legislation that applies to each one for the licensing, permits, or environmental impact
assessment. The location determines the applicable jurisdiction for this particular place and
can also be important in establishing the possible effects on marine protected areas.
Additionally, the location can be a criterion to know if AQUO is working, in practice, in a
coordinated way with some of the main legal tools that have approval to protect the ocean's
environment.
In this document it is thus proposed to first identify the legal frameworks. The background on
regulations will then focus on the two main aspects for consideration in assessing and
mitigating the underwater noise impact from shipping on marine fauna: the species and the
marine traffic.
Through these three points efforts will be made to extract what is needed, and as a synthesis
a map will be proposed, helping to identify risks and thus guiding the regulators towards the
application of the solutions studied later on in AQUO.

2. REGULATION ON PROTECTED MARINE AREAS (MPAS,
PSSAS…) AND LINKS TO UNDERWATER NOISE ASPECT.
2.1.

Legislation location

As discussed above, the observatory’s location is the first point to be addressed in order to
build a relevant and applicable tool for the legislator. Among all the laws, rules and other
Dissemination level: PUBLIC
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local initiatives established for the protection of the marine fauna and the regulation of
maritime transport, it has to be first noted where it applies. In addition, when it comes to
investigating where the limits of defined administrated areas come from, it can be seen that a
relative lack of correspondence could be due to the fact that the distribution has been
determined by reference to plate tectonics, sea floor features and overlying oceanography.1
As a first global approach, schemes are detailed as applied to legislation in jurisdictional
waters on one side and, in marine protected areas on the other.

Figure 1.Delimitations of the differences in jurisdictional marine waters.

2.1.1. Legislation on jurisdictional waters
There are several different types of "marine waters" under international law. Figure 1 shows
a scheme of these different delimitations of the differences in jurisdictional marine waters.
Territorial Seas and Contiguous Zone. In general terms, Territorial sea is the adjacent belt
of sea to one state. Up to 12 nautical miles beyond the coastal baseline, i.e. the low water
mark as delineated in the coastal State’s charts (e.g. OS maps), the coastal State may adopt

1

The EU sponsored project HERMES project (Hotspot Ecosystem Research on the Margins of
European Seas) http://www.eu-hermes.net/ has identified sea floor features around Europe that are
sites of fluid flow, structural instability or foci for biodiversity
Dissemination level: PUBLIC
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laws and regulations, in conformity with the provisions of international law.2 The Contiguous
Zone is a zone which must not extend more than 24 nautical miles from the baseline, in
which the coastal State may exercise controls necessary for the protection of its laws,
customs, fiscal, immigration and environmental legislation. Coastal States have exclusive
right to regulate, authorise and conduct maritime scientific research in their territorial
seas3
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The exclusive economic zone shall not extend beyond
200 nautical miles from the baseline4, i.e. the low water mark as delineated in the coastal
State’s charts (e.g. OS maps).5 In the EEZ the coastal State has certain rights and duties
which may be summarised as follows: The coastal State has jurisdiction with regard to
certain activities the establishment of structures and installations, marine scientific research;
and the protection and preservation of the marine environment.
But in the EEZ other States have a right of navigation and over flight and for the laying of
submarine cables and pipelines, and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to
these freedoms, such as those associated with the operation of ships, aircraft and submarine
cables and pipelines, and compatible with other provisions of international Law. Whilst the
Coastal State has exclusive right over the natural resources within its EEZ, other
States can carry out marine scientific research within the zone, with the consent of the
Coastal State, and that consent should not be unreasonably withheld.
The Continental Shelf6 .The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the sea-bed and
subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural
prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance
of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is
measured and where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that
distance. "...the continental margin comprises the submerged prolongation of the land mass
of the coastal State, and consists of the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, the slope and the
rise. It does not include the deep ocean floor with its oceanic ridges or the subsoil thereof.”
2

Article 2 of the UNCLOS [1] “sovereignty of a coastal State extends, beyond its land territory and
internal waters …to an adjacent belt of sea, described as the territorial sea. This sovereignty extends
to the airspace over the territorial sea as well as to its bed and subsoil. The sovereignty over the
2
territorial sea is exercised subject to this Convention and to other rules of international law”. Article 3
2
Article 2 of the UNCLOS [1] provides that the territorial sea extends up to a limit not exceeding 12
nautical miles beyond the baseline, which is defined in Article 5 as the low-water mark identified on
current national (OS) charts. Article 21 of the UNCLOS [1] provides that the coastal State may adopt
laws and regulations, in conformity with the provisions of this Convention and other rules of
international law, relating to innocent passage through the territorial sea, in respect of inter alia, (a) the
safety of navigation and regulation of maritime traffic; (b) the protection of navigational aids and
facilities and other facilities or installations; and (c) the protection of cables and pipelines. Article 33 of
the UNCLOS [1] provides that within the Contiguous Zone, a zone which must not extend more than
24 nautical miles from the baseline, the coastal State may exercise controls necessary for the
protection of its laws, customs, fiscal, immigration and environmental legislation and bring proceedings
to bear in relation to any infringements of that legislation.
3
Article 245 UNCLOS [1]
4
Article 57 UNCLOS [1]
5
Article 55 of the UNCLOS [1]: “The exclusive economic zone is an area beyond and adjacent to the
territorial sea, subject to the specific legal regime established in this Part, under which the rights and
jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and freedoms of other States are governed by the
relevant provisions of this Convention”.
6
Article 76 of the UNCLOS [1]
Dissemination level: PUBLIC
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Where the continental shelf is not delineated according to the continental margin, it will be
deemed to be 200 nautical miles from the baseline, i.e. the same area as the EEZ. However,
coastal States are entitled to claim out to the edge of the continental margin, as long as it
does not exceed 350 nautical miles. In other words, the continental shelf is a physical area,
rather than a legal area as is the case with the EEZ.7
The rights of a coastal State over the continental shelf are outlined in Article 77 of the
UNCLOS. The coastal State has sovereign rights to explore and exploit its natural resources.
Therefore, if the coastal State does not explore or exploit its natural resources, no one else
may undertake those activities without the coastal State’s consent. All States are entitled to
lay submarine cables and pipelines on the continental shelf, in accordance with the
provisions of UNCLOS but the coastal State has the right to establish conditions for
cables or pipelines entering its territory or territorial sea, or its jurisdiction over cables
and pipelines constructed or used in connection with the exploration of its continental shelf or
exploitation of its resources or the operations of artificial islands, installations and structures
under its jurisdiction.8
Coastal States also have the right to regulate, authorise and conduct marine scientific
research in their exclusive economic zone and on their continental shelf in accordance
with the Convention9. Any marine scientific research by any other State or entity may only be
carried out in these zones with the consent of the coastal State, which exercises jurisdiction
over the zones. Consent should not be unreasonably withheld. Consent may be withheld in
circumstances where the project could provoke damages to environment, resources or
properties. Where the marine scientific research project will be carried out in the EEZ or
continental shelf of another State, the party undertaking the project shall provide the coastal
State with the following information not less than six months in advance of the proposed
project commencement date10:
•
•
•
•

the nature and objectives of the project;
the method and means to be used, including name, tonnage, type and class of
vessels and a description of scientific equipment;
the precise geographical areas in which the project is to be conducted;
the expected date of first appearance and final departure of the research vessels or
deployment of the equipment and its removal as appropriate;

The High Seas The High Seas are defined11 in terms of what they do not include, as follows:

7

According the Article 76,8 of the UNCLOS [1], the information on the limits of the continental shelf
beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines… shall be submitted by the coastal State to the
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf set up under Annex II on the basis of equitable
geographical representation. The Commission shall make recommendations to coastal States on
matters related to the establishment of the outer limits of their continental shelf. The limits of the shelf
established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding.
8
Article 79 of UNCLOS [1]
9
Article 246 of UNCLOS [1], sub-article 1
10
Article 248 of UNCLOS [1]. Article 249 sets out certain conditions with which the State conducting
the research must comply.( The name of the sponsoring institution, its director, and the person in
charge of the project; and the extent to which it is considered that the coastal State should be able to
participate or be represented)
11
Article 86 of the UNCLOS [1]
Dissemination level: PUBLIC
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“...all parts of the sea that are not included in the exclusive economic zone, in the
territorial sea or in the internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic waters of an
archipelagic State. This article does not entail any abridgement of the freedoms
enjoyed by all States in the exclusive economic zone.”
The high seas are open to all States12, whether coastal or land-locked. Freedom of the high
seas is exercised under the conditions laid down by this Convention and by other rules of
international law. It comprises, inter alia, both for coastal and land-locked States:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom of navigation;
Freedom of over flight;
Freedom to lay submarine cables and pipelines;13
Freedom to construct artificial island and other installations permitted under
international law.
Freedom of fishing, subject to the conditions laid down in section ....
Freedom of scientific research14, subject to parts...

These freedoms shall be exercised by all States with due regard for the interests of other
States in their exercise of the freedom of the high seas, and also with due regard for the
rights under the Convention
UNCLOS15 relate to possible liability arising as a result of laying submarine cables or
pipelines on the bed of the High Seas, beyond the continental shelf, as consequence of
culpable negligence, in such a manner as to be liable to interrupt or obstruct the
communications cause a break in or injury to another cable or pipeline16. In such a case
these persons shall bear the cost of the repairs17. The Convention content also has some
prescriptions on civil liability for the cases in which the cables can damage ships. 18
The Area. The ‘Area’ is defined in UNCLOS19 as “the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil
thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction”. In other words, it is the area beyond the
EEZ and beyond the Continental Shelf over which the coastal State exercises its jurisdiction.
It is also known as the International Seabed Area. No state may claim a right over the Area,20
but the States21 have an obligation to ensure that activities carried out in the Area, whether
by the State itself or by state enterprises or other persons from that State, are effectively
controlled by the State in order to comply with the Convention.22
All states, irrespective of their geographical location, and competent international
organisations have the right to conduct marine scientific research in the Area.23
12

Article 87 of the UNCLOS [1]
Article 112 of UNCLOS [1]
14
Subject to Parts VI and XIII of the UNCLOS [1]
15
Articles 113 – 115
16
Article 113 of UNCLOS [1]
17
Article 114 of UNCLOS [1]
18
Article 115 of UNCLOS [1]
19
Part I, Article 1 [1]
20
Article 136 of the UNCLOS [1]
21
Article 139 of the UNCLOS [1]
22
According Part XI and Part XIII of the UNCLOS [1] the activities carried on in the Area shall be
peaceful, for the benefit of mankind as a whole, and shall take into account the needs of developing
States and those states which have not yet attained UN status.
23
Article 256 of the UNCLOS [1]
13
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The State Parties may carry out marine scientific research concerning the Area, promoting
the international cooperation in marine scientific research in the Area by participating in
international programmes and encouraging co-operation in marine scientific research by24 :
•
•

personnel of different countries and of the Authority25;
ensuring that programmes are developed through the Authority or other international
organisations as appropriate for the benefit of developing States and technologically
less developed States with a view to:
o strengthening their research capabilities;
o training their personnel and the personnel of the Authority in the techniques
and applications of research;
o fostering the employment of their qualified personnel in research in the Area;
o effectively disseminating the results of research and analysis when available,
through the Authority or other international channels when appropriate.

The Authority - "ISA"- has the competence to act to protect marine environment
Box1 shows:

26

as the

Box 1. Conditions to carry out scientific activities in the Area
o Such installations shall be erected, emplaced and removed solely in accordance with this
Part and subject to the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority. Due notice must be
given of the erection, emplacement and removal of such installations, and permanent
means for giving warning of their presence must be maintained;
o Such installations may not be established where interference may be caused to the use of
recognized sea lanes essential to international navigation or in areas or intense fishing activity;
o Safety zones shall be established around such installations with appropriate markings to
ensure the safety of both navigation and the installations. The configuration and location of
such safety zones shall not be such as to form a belt impeding the lawful access of shipping
to particular maritime zones or navigation along international sea lanes;
o Such installations shall be used exclusively for peaceful purposes;
o Such installations do not possess the status of islands. They have no territorial sea of their
own, and their presence does not affect the delimitation of the territorial sea, the exclusive
economic zone or the continental shelf.
Other activities in the marine environment shall be conducted with reasonable regard for
activities in the Area.

In any case, and according UNCLOS 27, all States have the right to conduct marine scientific
research, subject to the rights and duties of other states under UNCLOS. There is a positive
requirement for States to facilitate scientific research28, as follows:
24

Article 143 of the UNCLOS
The "authority" is the "ISA" International Seabed Authority (ISA), an autonomous intergovernmental
organisation with responsibility for administering the resources of the Area. Since ISA have expressly
competences in "exploitation" activities, it's not clear if it should be concerned in the Marine Scientifics
research. But according Article 145, ISA is competent to protect the marine environment.
26
Article 147 of the UNCLOS [1]
25
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“States and competent international organisations shall promote and facilitate the
development and conduct of marine scientific research in accordance with this
Convention.”
The principles which shall apply to the conduct of marine scientific research, are as follows:29
•
•
•
•

Marine scientific research shall be conducted exclusively for peaceful purposes;
Marine scientific research shall be conducted with appropriate scientific methods and
means compatible with this Convention;
Marine scientific research shall not unjustifiably interfere with other legitimate uses of
the sea compatible with this Convention and shall be duly respected in the course of
such uses;
Marine scientific research shall be conducted in compliance with all relevant
regulations adopted in conformity with this Convention including those for the
protection and preservation of the marine environment.

Notwithstanding the right of any State to carry out marine scientific research, such right shall
not infringe any other rights under the Convention and, in particular, shall not constitute the
legal basis for any claim to any part of the marine environment or its resources. 30
Some of the above decrypted jurisdiction may not be exact since the information available
from the promoters of each one of the observatories is not precise, and also because of the
fact there are some disputes over jurisdiction between coastal states31.

2.1.2. Legislation on Marine Protected Areas
Marine Protected Area (MPA) is a protected area whose boundaries include some area of
ocean. MPA is often used as an umbrella term covering a wide range of marine areas with
some level of restriction to protect living, non-living, cultural, and/or historic resources. A
commonly used definition is the one developed by the World Conservation Union (IUCN). It
defines Marine Protected Area as:
“(…)any area of the intertidal or subtidal terrain, together with its overlying water and
associated flora, fauna, historical and cultural features, which has been reserved by
law or other effective means to protect part or all of the enclosed environment.”
Because the term "MPA" has been used widely around the globe, its meaning in any one
country or region may be quite different from the one above. There are many related terms
such as SPA (Specially Protected Area), SAC (Special Area of Conservation), MR (Marine
reserve), MP (Marine Park), or ASC (Area of Special Conservation) which have specific
27

Article 238 of UNCLOS [1]
Article 239 of UNCLOS [1]
29
Article 240 of UNCLOS [1]
30
Article 241 of UNCLOS [1]
31
Disputes between coastal States may be settled in accordance with PART XV of the UNCLOS [1].
One of the last Judgments of the Court of the Sea are related with the Black Sea; Judgement
03/02/2009, on Maritime Delimitation in the Black Sea (Romania v. Ukraine). See this judgement and
another disputes in http://www.icj-cij.org/homepage/index.php?lang=en
28
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types of restrictions associated with them, as defined by the laws of the state. In the
international arena there has been a similar plethora of concepts: Particularly Sensitive Sea
Areas, Special Areas, etc32.
Typical restrictions in MPAs include ones on fisheries, oil and gas mining, and access for
tourism. Other restrictions may include the use of ultrasonic devices like sonar (which can
have effects in the communication systems of cetaceans), other development and
construction. However there are also zones in which even navigation is at times regulated,
sometimes so strictly as to ban it altogether, either as a preventive measure or to avoid direct
disturbance to certain species. The degree to which environmental regulations can be
enforced against foreign ships varies according to whether MPAs are located in territorial
waters, exclusive economic zones, or high seas. The law of the sea regulates these limits.

2.2.

Existing European Framework

With regards to the general strategy of protection and improvement of the quality of the
environment, the European Community established the Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the
Conservation of wild birds as early as 2 April 1979. This Directive is the oldest legislation in
Europe and is seen to be one of the most important as it has started to create a
comprehensive scheme for the protection of all wild bird species in the European Union. This
Directive has been adopted to respond to the recognized decline of wild birds in Europe and
its link with human activities. Pollution and loss of habitats appeared to be the main causes
to fight and to regulate. The Directive therefore addressed in detail the list of habitats [2] to
be protected, and the list of endangered species. This assessment was to be done through
the establishment of corresponding Special Protected Areas (SPAs) which aimed to cover
almost all territories of the listed species.
This first global European nature preservation act clearly expressed the need for building a
Community Network involving not only the Member States but also international cooperation.
Thirteen years later, the second cornerstone of the European policy for nature conservation
was issued. On the 21st of May 1992, governments of the European Union adopted Directive
92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora, aiming to
protect the most seriously threatened habitats and species across Europe. Key criteria were
defined and adopted [3] such as the conservation status and its requirement to achieve the
“favourable” level. The scope of this directive was thought to be incorporated into a coherent
European ecological Network. Out of this Directive the basis for the assessment of habitats
and species were drawn, throughout the setting-up of the network Natura2000 [4].
This Directive completes the Bird Directive which among others, contributes to ensure
biodiversity of the EU through measures aiming to identify, maintain and if needed restore at
a "favourable" conservation status for natural habitats and associated species of Community
interest. In this Directive, the marine areas are clearly addressed: for instance the coastal
habitats [5] such as open sea and tidal areas are listed in Annex I whereas all cetaceans are
for instance listed in Annex II.
However, no mention is neither made nor required on the root causes to be linked to possible
unfavourable status. The underwater noise impact is thus not considered at all at this time
and level.
32

The world's MPAs are now viewable in Google Earth as part of Ocean in Google Earth, released in
February 2009, as part of the Protect Planet Ocean (developed by IUCN World Commission on
Protected Areas, in collaboration with many conservation partners)
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The Article 17 of this Directive is of major importance in the long-term process of
conservation status assessment. It lays down a 6-year-reporting requirement on the
assessment and consecutive implementation of measures aimed to maintain and/or restore
this status to "favourable", in reference to the habitats of Annex I and the species of Annex II.
The first reporting period covers 2001 to 2006. For this period the Member States performed
the assessments on the conservation status of 216 habitat types and more than 1180
species, following the Annexes of the Directive. The final version of the work carried out was
published the 13 July 2009 in the report COM(2009) 358. For its establishment it suggested
the relevance of dividing Europe into seven land and four marine bio-geographic regions as
showed in Table 1 and corresponding map of Figure 2.
MATL : Marine Atlantic
MBAL : Marine Baltic
MMAC : Marine Macronesian
MED : Marine Mediterrenean
Table 1.Marine Regions proposed by the Directive 92/43/EEC

Figure 2.Map of the Marine Regions proposed by the Directive 92/43/EEC.
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Whilst the Directive was put in force, the European Union Member States undertook in 2001,
during Gothenburg Summit, to halt the loss of biodiversity by 2010. By the mean time the
pace of change to meet this target was observed to slow down although some signs showed
slower decline of habitats and species. Indeed, experts and observers stated that almost half
of Europe’s mammals and birds were under threat.
Referring to the report relating to Article 17 of the Habitat and Species Directive, it is
concluded that “for the marine environment, considerable work still has to be done to
complete the network”. It was officially recognised in 2003 that additional efforts were
needed. A wide-ranging review was launched on the effectiveness of the EU Biodiversity
Strategy and its associated action plans. It was then concluded [6] that although a policy
framework was largely in place, the clear lack of implementation was preventing the plans
from being successful.
Consequently an ambitious new action plan was agreed in 2006. This 6th Environmental
Action Programme of the European Community identifies ‘nature and biodiversity’ as one of
the priority themes for action. The main objectives were thus drawn to reach the initial target
of halting the loss of biodiversity by 2010. Objectives and priority areas for action on nature
and biodiversity laid down by the European Parliament and the Council in the 6th Community
Action Programme include:
• Establishing the Nature network and implementing the necessary technical and
financial instruments and measures required for its full implementation and for the
protection, outside the Nature 2000 areas, of species protected under the Habitats
and Birds Directives (Art 6.2.a. 7th indent)
• To further promote the protection of marine areas, in particular with the Natura2000
network as well as by other feasible Community means (Art. 6.2.g. 4th indent)

Among the 10 objectives listed, one was dedicated to “Conserving the biodiversity in the
wider EU marine environment”. Over-fishing was identified as the first major cause of putting
the fish stocks in EU waters beyond safe biological limits. Pollution was addressed as being
a major problem but at this time it was mainly focused on the land-based pollution identified
to represent more than 80% of the pollution in the seas. In addition, it was clearly stated that
the situation was worsened due to both the lack of scientifically adequate data and the
complexity of the legal framework covering the marine areas. At a regional scale, for the EU,
it was underlined that the numerous conventions in place (OSPAR, HELCOM, Barcelona)
clearly lacked the force of law.
On one side this plan called for a more sustainable use of the resources, providing through a
risk-based approach a new Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). On the other side this plan
called on the Member States to ensure a rapid and effective implementation of an ambitious
new Marine Strategy Directive.
Indeed the need to fully apply the Habitats and Birds Directives [7] to the offshore marine
environment of the European Union, especially with regards to the establishment of the
Natura2000 network, represents a key challenge for EU biodiversity policy in the coming
years. EU policy for marine biodiversity, including protected areas, is developing in the
context of commitments at global, EU and regional levels.
Following this situation analysis, the Commission issued the COM(2005)504final on the
Thematic Strategy on the Protection and Conservation of the Marine Environment, followed
immediately by a proposal for a Directive establishing a Framework for Community Action in
the Field of Marine Environmental Policy. The last important step was made in 2008 to save
the European seas and oceans and promote their sustainable use: the EU adopted Directive
2008/56/EC on the 17 June 2008, establishing a framework for community action in the field
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of marine environmental policy. This new legal advance was called the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD). Referring to the same ecosystem-based approach as the
Water Framework Directive [8] the MSFD aims to define and reach a good environmental
status (GES) in all EU waters by 2020. The marine component of the Natura2000 network
will be an integral component of the overall Natura2000 European ecological network. It
should be noted that since 1994, all SPAs form an integral part of the Natura2000 ecological
network. As for the terrestrial environment, the marine network will aim to protect sites of
European conservation importance for (i) natural habitat types listed in Annex I and (ii) the
habitats for the species listed in Annex II of the Habitats Directive, in order to ensure that
these features can be maintained or, where appropriate, restored to a favourable
conservation status in their natural range. For a site to be designated as part of Natura2000,
it will also involve the need to elaborate on a special Environmental Impact Assessment (See
epigraph 2.2.).The Marine Strategy Framework Directive has established a division of the
European marine water into several regions or sub regions33. Table 2.Regions and sub-regions
proposed by the Marine Strategy Framework DirectiveTable 2 shows these regions and sub
regions. It should be highlighted that the relative lack of consistency could be due to the fact
that the distribution has been determined by reference to plate tectonics, sea floor features
and overlying oceanography34...rather than defining them relatively to identified species or
habitats.
Marine Strategy Framework Directive Article 4
(1) Regions
&

(i)

Sub-regions

(1) Baltic Sea
(2) North-east Atlantic Ocean
(i) the Greater North Sea, including the Kattegat, and the
English Channel;
(ii) the Celtic Seas;
(iii) the Bay of Biscay and the Iberian Coast;
(iv) in the Atlantic Ocean, the Macaronesian biogeographic
region, being the waters surrounding the Azores,
(v) Madeira and the Canary Islands;
(3) Mediterranean Sea
(vi) the Western Mediterranean Sea;
(vii) the Adriatic Sea;
(viii)
the Ionian Sea and the Central Mediterranean Sea;
(ix) the Aegean-Levantine Sea.
(4) Black Sea

33

Article 6 1of the Directive 2008/56/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June
2008 establishing a framework for community action in the field of marine environmental policy
(Marine Strategy Directive)
34
The EU sponsored project HERMES project (Hotspot Ecosystem Research on the Margins of
European Seas) http://www.eu-hermes.net/ has identified sea floor features around Europe that are
sites of fluid flow, structural instability or foci for biodiversity
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Table 2.Regions and sub-regions proposed by the Marine Strategy Framework Directive

The strategy of this Directive is supported by the identification of the impacts of human
activity in addition to climate change consequences. The determination of the good
environmental status is driven through the eleven qualitative descriptors listed in Annex I.
The last one requires that : “Introduction of energy, including underwater noise, is at levels
that do not adversely affect the marine environment”. The definition of “pollution” now clearly
comprises “direct or indirect introduction into the marine environment, as a result of human
activity, of substances or energy, including human-induced marine underwater noise(…)”.In
addition, in Table 2 of Annex III, indicative lists of characteristics, pressures and impacts,
underwater noise (e.g. shipping, underwater acoustic equipment) is officially addressed.
Moreover, following the difficulties encountered within the implementations of the previous
directives, described above, and other action plans, the MFSD requires each Member State
to develop a marine strategy for its marine waters and ensure close cooperation with other
Member States or Third party countries sharing the same marine area. Each party has been
requested by the 15 July 2010 to designate, for each marine region or sub region, the
competent authority for the implementation of this Directive ensuring meanwhile the
transposition into national legislation.
As for the previous directives, a detailed reporting plan is laid down. A first evaluation report
on the implementation of the Directive should be issued within 2 years of receiving all
programmes of measures and by 2019 the latest Commission reports should be published
every 6 years. In completion, within three years of the publication of each Member State’s
programme of measures, a report should be submitted including the implementation
description progress.
In Article 10, the Directive drew the assessment process on the basis of establishing a
comprehensive set of environmental targets and associated indicators. The goal through this
setting of criteria and methodological standards is to allow a consistent approach in
evaluating whether the GES has been achieved. To fulfil this requirement, ICES and JRC
were contracted to provide scientific support for the Commission. Ten reports have been
prepared in relation to the descriptors of Annex I and a Task Group has been established for
each one. Consequently task group 11 addressed “Underwater noise and other forms of
energy” and issued its first report in April 2010. In brief, this significant work achieved a
proposal of 3 initial indicators:
•
•
•

Low and mid-frequency impulsive sounds
High frequency impulsive sounds
Low frequency continuous sound

More details of these indicators and corresponding detailed criteria and attributes are
presented in the Table 3.
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Criteria to assess the
descriptor

Indicators to be measured

High amplitude impulsive
anthropogenic sound within a
frequency band between 10Hz and
10 kHz, assessed using either
sound energy over time (Sound
Exposure Level SEL) or peak sound
level of the sound source. Sound
thresholds set following review of
received levels likely to cause
effects on dolphins; these levels
unlikely to be appropriate for all
marine biota. The indicator
addresses time and spatial extent
of these sounds.

The proportion of days within a
calendar year, over areas of 15’N x
15’E/W in which anthropogenic
sound sources exceed either of
two levels, 183 dB re 1μPa2.s (i.e.
measured as Sound Exposure
Level, SEL) or 224 dB re 1μPapeak
(i.e. measured as peak sound
pressure level) when extrapolated
to one metre, measured over the
frequency band 10 Hz to 10 kHz

Sounds from sonar sources below
200 KHz that potentially have
adverse effects, mostly on marine
mammals, appears to be
increasing. This indicator would
enable trends to be followed.
Background noise without
distinguishable sources can lead to
masking of biological relevant
signals, alter communication
signals of marine animals, and
through chronic exposure, may
permanently impair important
biological functions.
Anthropogenic input to this
background noise has been
increasing. This indicator requires
a set of sound observatories and
would enable trends in
anthropogenic background noise
to be followed.

The total number of vessels that
are equipped with sonar systems
generating sonar pulses below 200
kHz should decrease by at least x%
per year starting in [2012].
The ambient noise level measured
by a statistical representative sets
of observation stations in Regional
Seas where noise within the 1/3
octave bands 63 and 125 Hz
(center frequency) should not
exceed the baseline values of year
[2012] or 100 dB (re 1μPa rms;
average noise level in these octave
bands over a year).

Table 3.Indicators proposed in the Task Group 11 Report of April 2010.

Concerning the research needs, it became obvious from the experts' experience and work
carried out that several items were to be studied as a priority.
First: the criteria themselves. Although they have been chosen to ease their measurement
the report recommends monitoring their use and reviewing them to be refined and eventually
modified.
Moreover, the limited extent of knowledge on the effects of underwater energy is underlined
in this report, particularly for noise at any greater scale than individual or group level. It
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implies particular difficulties in defining indicators. In addition it lays down three axes which
require work as a priority :
1. Biology
a. Seasonal presence and abundance of marine life;
b. Use of sound of marine organisms;
c. Species-specific communication maximum ranges;
d. Basic information on hearing, especially for low frequency and high frequency
species;
e. Modeling of the auditory system to reduce dose response experimental
exposure to sound;
2. Sound in Ocean
a. Measurements of ambient noise trends and budgets;
b. Acoustic mapping of areas of interest;
3. Effects of Noise
a. Avoidance or abandonment of preferred habitat;
b. Behavioral response studies during real-time activities;
c. Masking effects, including overlap between passive perception (orientation)
and communication [9]
d. Temporal and permanent hearing threshold shifts: e.g. growth, recovery rates
and variability among different sources, species and individuals;
e. Impacts on non-auditory systems;
f. Impacts on benthic communities;
g. Population level impacts;
h. Spatial measurements of noise interference and cumulative effects on
behavior and/or physiology within and between trophic levels;
i. Impacts of noise due to particle motion;
j. Mitigation effectiveness while evaluating current measures and providing
guidance on further measures to mitigate emissions and the environmental
impacts.
The last axis matches with AQUO main objectives. Indeed, in this Task Group 11 initial
report we note that: on one side, the effects of shipping are addressed in the paragraph 5.6
and, on the other side, the cumulative effects are described in the paragraph 5.7. Based on
these two paragraphs, is can be seen how the objectives of AQUO to draw maps identifying
where and at what level the total human activity, especially the effects of shipping on the
marine environment and especially fauna, fit with the MFSD goals. Following this Report, the
Commission issued the Decision 2010/477/EU on the 1st September 2010 on criteria and
methodological standards on good environmental status (GES) of marine waters. Two
descriptors were finally retained:
11.1.1 “Low and mid frequency impulsive sounds”
11.2.1 “Continuous low frequency sound (ambient noise)”.
A technical sub-group, the so called TSGNoise, was established to carry out further
development on this descriptor 11 Noise/Energy.
A report was issued on the 27th February 2012, compiling the recommendations of the
TSGNoise.
It is recognized that these indicators still do not describe directly the impacts of
anthropogenic underwater noise on the biota. Furthermore, they do not cover all possible
sources of anthropogenic sound. Indeed additional work will need to be carried out for
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medium and high frequency impulsive sound. This working axis is supported by the
increased and unregulated use of echo sounders particularly on leisure boats.
It is also noted that the studies carried out so far on the marine biota strongly tended to be
focused on marine mammals and especially cetaceans, whereas very few studies were
performed on fishes and other marine animals. To support the MFSD objectives it is clear
that further work has to be raised to a higher ecosystem level.
The main conclusions from this last work carried out by experts within the framework of
TSGNoise constitute the most up to date rationales to take into account in further
development and even more within the AQUO project.
Firstly, the final indicator 11.1.1 is proposed as follows:
The proportion of days and their distribution within a calendar year, over geographical
locations whose shape and area are to be determined, and their spatial distribution in which
either the monopole energy source level (in units of dB re 1 µPa² m² s ), or the zero to peak
monopole source level (in units of dB re 1 µPa² m² ) of anthropogenic sound sources,
measured over the frequency band 10 Hz to 10 kHz, exceeds a value that is likely to entail
significant impact on marine animals.
It has to be noted additionally that through this indicator, the impact addressed is a
“considerable” displacement e.g. a significant proportion of individuals for a relevant time
period and spatial scale.
The current knowledge on the cumulative effects of impulsive sounds on the marine biota is
recognized to be insufficient. Therefore, the refinement and validation of this indicator 11.1.1
in its current form will probably need several years and numerous areas to be tested. The
monitoring required by the Directive appears clearly to be a mandatory step to better draw
the trends and start converging towards any qualitative threshold whether in terms of level or
spatial distribution.
Secondly, the report proposes an updated indicator 11.2.1 as follows:
Trends in the annual average of the squared sound pressure associated with ambient noise
in each of two third octave bands, one centered at 63 Hz and the other at 125 Hz, expressed
as a level in decibels, in units of dB re 1 µPa, either measured directly at observation
stations, or inferred from a model used to interpolate between or extrapolate from
measurements at observation stations.
The major problem identified is the current impossibility to define trends (and especially an
expected increases) of ambient noise due to anthropogenic sources which would lead to
GES not being achieved.
Consequently, for the time being, no threshold of ambient noise could be proposed.
However, as shipping is admitted to be one of the largest contributors to the low frequency
ambient noise, the experts are clearly looking for IMO to make a step towards
recommendations for reducing ship radiated noise. Consequently, for this indicator as well, it
is foreseen that a monitoring program is a mandatory step to ensure a relevant qualitative
approach.
In addition, it is highlighted that there’s still a lack of commonly agreed methodological and
technical standards for underwater noise assessment although International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) should vote in the near future on a standard for underwater noise
measurements (See paragraph 2.4.2of this report).
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Existing national legislation.

The aim of this section was not to study in details the different European national legislation
but to identify the main reference one can refer to. For that purpose a non-comprehensive list
of National legislation applicable to the AQUO Project is hereafter given in chronological
order.

2.3.1. NORWAY
Act No. 12 of 1963 relating to scientific research and exploration for and exploitation of
submarine natural resources other than petroleum resources.
Date of original text: 21 June 1963
Date of consolidation / reprint: 30 June 2006
Link to full text: nor32721.doc
Act No. 63 of 1970: Nature Conservation Act.
Date of original text: 19 June 1970
Date of consolidation / reprint: 04 April 2008
Link to full text: nor3772.doc nor3772E.pdf
Act No. 91 of 1976 relating to the Economic Zone of Norway.
Date of original text: 17 December 1976
Date of consolidation / reprint: 30 June 2006
Link to full text: nor2033.doc nor2033E.pdf
Act No. 38 of 1981: Wildlife Act.
Date of original text: 29 May 1981
Date of consolidation / reprint: 15 June 2007
Link to full text: nor13835.doc nor13835E.doc
Decree No. 299 of 1999 relative to protection of the coral reef.
Date of original text: 11 March 1999
Date of consolidation / reprint: 04 January 2003
Link to full text: nor16220.htm
Decree relative to impact assessment (No. 502 of 1999).
Date of text: 21 May 1999
Link to full text: nor16352.htm
Act to amend the Wildlife Act (No. 65 of 2000).
Date of text: 30 June 2000
Link to full text: nor21799.htm
Regulations relating to foreign marine scientific research in Norway's internal waters, territorial
sea and economic zone and on the continental shelf.
Date of text: 30 March 2001
Link to full text: nor32720E.pdf
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Directive No. 6 of 2003 relative to entry into force of sections 7b, 7c and 9 of the Decree
relative to trawl-free zones and flexible areas beyond 12 nautical miles from the baseline of
the Norwegian mainland.
Date of text: 02 January 2003
Link to full text: nor19621.htm
Act No. 57 of 2003 relative to the Norwegian territorial waters and the contiguous zone.
Date of original text: 27 June 2003
Date of consolidation / reprint: 08 April 2008
Link to full text: nor38370.doc
Decree No. 1653 of 2004 to protect vulnerable habitats in international navigable waters.
Date of original text: 14 December 2004
Date of consolidation / reprint: 12 January 2007
Link to full text: nor51921.doc
Decree No. 1878 of 2004 relative to fishing in marine waters.
Date of original text: 22 December 2004
Date of consolidation / reprint: 04 September 2007
Link to full text: nor66383.doc
Decree No. 370 of 2006 relative to maximum quotas in the catching of minke whales in 2006.
Date of text: 27 March 2006
Link to full text: nor66071.doc
Act No. 37 of 2008 relating to the management and conservation of living marine resources
(Marine Living Resources Act).
Date of text: 06 June 2008
Link to full text: nor82017.doc

2.3.2. BULGARY

Decree No. 77 establishing an Exclusive Economic Zone of the People's Republic of Bulgaria in
the Black Sea, 1987.
Date of text: 07 January 1987
ID: LEX-FAOC001059
Link to full text: bul1059.doc
Sea Spaces Act 1987.
Date of text: 08 July 1987
ID: LEX-FAOC001058
Link to full text: bul1058.doc
Environmental Protection Act 1991 (Law No. 326 of 1991).
Date of original text: 02 October 1991
ID: LEX-FAOC007853
Link to full text: Bul7853.doc
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Amendments to the Law on protection of the environment.
Date of text: 10 December 1992
ID: LEX-FAOC027747
Link to full text: bul27747.doc
Ministerial Decree No.24 regarding validation of the regulation on the procedure of
assessment and application of sanctions for damages to or pollution of the environment,
exceeding the limiting levels.
Date of text: 04 February 1993
ID: LEX-FAOC038115
Link to full text: bul38115.doc
Decree No. 68 of 31 December 1994 establishing rules for the application of the Sea Spaces
Act.
Date of text: 31 December 1994
ID: LEX-FAOC012217
Link to full text: bul12217.doc
Joint Decree No.1 of 1995 of the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Health and the
Ministry of Agriculture and Food regarding validation of the Regulation on Environmental
Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 07 August 1995
ID: LEX-FAOC038273
Link to full text: bul38273.doc
Protected Areas Act.
Date of original text: 11 November 1996
ID: LEX-FAOC067271
Link to full text: bul67271.doc
Decree No. 4 about Environmental Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 07 July 1998
ID: LEX-FAOC019288
Link to full text: Bul19288.doc
Maritime Space, Inland Waterways and Ports Act of the Republic of Bulgaria.
Date of text: 08 December 2000
ID: LEX-FAOC035732
Link to full text: bul35732.pdf
Biological diversity Act.
Date of text: 09 August 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC040293
Link to full text: bul40293.doc bul40293E.doc
Law of Preservation of Environment.
Date of original text: 25 September 2002
Date of consolidation / reprint: 27 September 2005
ID: LEX-FAOC052883
Link to full text: bul52883.doc
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Regulation No. 139 on the conditions, procedure and methods for environmental assessment
of plans and programs.
Date of text: 24 June 2004
ID: LEX-FAOC052927
Link to full text: bul52927.doc
Nature Protection Act.
ID: LEX-FAOC019580
Link to full text: bul19580.doc
Ordinance on the terms and procedures for making environmental impact assessments of
investment proposals for construction, activities and technologies.
ID: LEX-FAOC069358
Link to full text: bul69358.doc

2.3.3. ITALY
Act No. 979 making provisions for the safeguard of the sea.
Date of text: 31 December 1982
ID: LEX-FAOC005665
Link to full text: ita5665.doc
Act No. 394 laying down the legal framework for protected areas.
Date of original text: 06 December 1991
Date of consolidation / reprint: 09 December 1998
ID: LEX-FAOC005411
Link to full text: ita5411.doc
Act of 28 February 1992, No. 220 concerning interventions for the safeguard of the sea.
Date of text: 28 February 1992
ID: LEX-FAOC007605
Link to full text: ita7605.doc
Presidential Decree No. 357 implementing Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora.
Date of text: 08 September 1997
ID: LEX-FAOC019804
Link to full text: ita19804.doc ita19804anx.pdf
Regional Act No. 38 on Environmental Impact Assessment. (Liguria)
Date of text: 30 December 1998
ID: LEX-FAOC037408
Link to full text: ita37408.doc
Regional Act No. 13 regulating functions in matter of coast protection, sandy shores,
protection of the marine and coastal environment, maritime domain and harbours. (liguria)
Date of text: 28 April 1999
ID: LEX-FAOC034218
Link to full text: ita34218.doc
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Regional Act No. 1 amending Regional Act No. 13 of 28 April 1999 regulating functions in
matter of coast protection, sandy shores, protection of the marine and coastal environment,
maritime domain and harbours. (Liguria)
Date of text: 03 January 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC034294
Link to full text: ita34294.doc
Decree of the Minister of the Environment and Territorial Protection: Guidelines for the
management of Nature Sites 2000.
Date of text: 03 September 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC033811
Link to full text: ita33811.doc
Regulation amending and supplementing Presidential Decree No. 357 of 8 September 1997
implementing Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna
and flora.
Date of text: 12 March 2003
ID: LEX-FAOC037752
Link to full text: ita37752.doc
Ministerial Decree setting up a zone for the biological protection of marine waters.
Date of text: 18 February 2004
ID: LEX-FAOC041486
Link to full text: ita41486.doc
Ministerial Decree laying down guidelines concerning the use of new systems for
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 01 April 2004
ID: LEX-FAOC042370
Link to full text: ita42370.doc ita42370anx.pdf
Decree on the management and conservation of Special Protection Zones (ZPS) and Special
Conservation Zones (ZSC).
Date of text: 25 March 2005
ID: LEX-FAOC052758
Link to full text: ita52758.doc
Agreement between the National Government, the Regions and the Autonomous Provinces
in matter of concessions relating to the maritime domaine and maritime areas falling within
protected marine areas.
Date of text: 14 July 2005
ID: LEX-FAOC054628
Link to full text: ita54628.doc
Act No. 61 on the establishment of ecological zones beyond the territorial sea.
Date of text: 08 February 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC062365
Link to full text: ita62365.doc
Regional Act No. 9 on protection against noise pollution.
Date of text: 29 March 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC064832
Link to full text: ita64832.doc
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Legislative Decree No. 152 approving the Code on the Environment.
Date of text: 03 April 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC064213
Link to full text: ita64213.pdf ita64213anx.pdf
Regional Act No. 30 on environmental protection.
Date of text: 31 October 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC070156
Link to full text: ita70156.doc
Decree on uniform criteria for the establishment of conservation measures relating to Special
Conservation Zones and Special Protection Zones.
Date of text: 17 October 2007
ID: LEX-FAOC074936
Link to full text: ita74936.doc
Decree on biological protection zones.
Date of text: 22 January 2009
ID: LEX-FAOC085548
Link to full text: ita85548.doc
Decree amending Decree of 17 October 2007 on uniform criteria for the establishment of
conservation measures relating to Special Conservation Zones and Special Protection Zones.
Date of text: 22 January 2009
ID: LEX-FAOC085187
Link to full text: ita85187.doc

2.3.4. GREECE

Law No. 4141 of 1913 concerning the Contiguous Zone for security purposes.
Date of text: 26 March 1913
ID: LEX-FAOC021174
Link to full text: gre21174.pdf
Law No. 230/1936 concerning the extension of the territorial waters of the Kingdom of
Greece.
Date of text: 17 September 1936
ID: LEX-FAOC021140
Link to full text: gre21140.pdf gre21140E.pdf

Law No. 1650 on the protection for the environment.
ID: LEX-FAOC051736
Link to full text: gre51736.pdf
Presidential Order No. 67 on the protection of the flora and fauna.
Date of text: 29 November 1980
ID: LEX-FAOC023470
Link to full text: gre23470.pdf
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Errata Corrige on Presidential Order No. 67 regarding the protection of the flora and fauna.
ID: LEX-FAOC023478
Link to full text: gre23478.pdf
Law No. 1740 on the development and protection of coral formations and fish breeding
areas.
Date of text: 04 December 1987
ID: LEX-FAOC023637
Link to full text: gre23637.pdf

Ministerial Joint Decree establishing conservation measures for natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora.
Date of text: 11 December 1998
ID: LEX-FAOC081745
Link to full text: gre81745.pdf
Law No. 177 amending and complementing provisions of Decree Law No. 86.
ID: LEX-FAOC051875
Link to full text: gre51875.pdf

2.3.5. PORTUGAL

Act No. 33/77 delimiting the territorial sea and creating an Exclusive Economic Zone.
Date of text: 28 May 1977
ID: LEX-FAOC001659
Link to full text: por1659.doc
Decree-Law No. 2/81 establishing the conditions to be satisfied in order to perform scientific
research within the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
Date of text: 07 January 1981
ID: LEX-FAOC022731
Link to full text: por22731.doc
Decree-Law No. 263/81 approving the Regulation on marine mammals protection.
Date of text: 03 September 1981
ID: LEX-FAOC022898
Link to full text: por22898.doc
Decree-Law No. 52/85 prescribing rules for the carrying out of activities in the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) of Portugal.
Date of text: 01 March 1985
ID: LEX-FAOC003727
Link to full text: por3727.doc
Framework Act on the Environment (Act No. 11/87).
Date of text: 07 April 1987
ID: LEX-FAOC005753
Link to full text: por5753.doc
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Decree-Law No. 226/97 approving EC Council Directive No. 92/43/EC on wildlife habitat
protection.
Date of text: 27 August 1997
ID: LEX-FAOC022953
Link to full text: por22953.doc
Decree-Law No. 140/99 on protected wildlife.
Date of text: 24 April 1999
ID: LEX-FAOC022472
Link to full text: por22472.doc
Decree-Law No. 69/2000 establishing the legal regime on environmental impact assessment
of significant effects of public and private projects.
Date of text: 03 May 2000
ID: LEX-FAOC022992
Link to full text: por22992.doc
Law No. 34/2006 delimitating marine areas under national jurisdiction.
Date of text: 28 July 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC065641
Link to full text: por65641.pdf
Decree-Law No. 232/2007 on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes
on the environment.
Date of text: 15 June 2007
ID: LEX-FAOC072686
Link to full text: por72686.pdf
(Azores)
Regional Legislative Decree adapting into the Autonomous Region of Azores Decree-Law No.
140/99 on protected wildlife.
Date of text: 11 April 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC038899
Link to full text: por38899.doc
Regional Legislative Decree No. 18/2002/A implementing Regional Decree-Law No. 140/99
which revises the application of EU directives to the regional legislation, concerning wildbird
(Birds Directive), wildlife and floral conservation as well as their natural habitats (Habitats
Directive).
Date of text: 16 May 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC034512
Link to full text: por34512.doc
Regional Legislative Decree No. 34/2004/A implementing Decree-Law No. 56/2002 on nature
tourism.
Date of text: 27 August 2004
ID: LEX-FAOC049553
Link to full text: por49553.pdf
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Regional Legislative Decree No. 20/2006/A approving the Regional Plan for Natura 2000
Network.
Date of text: 06 June 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC065293
Link to full text: por65293.pdf
Regional Legislative Decree No. 15/2007/A on the Azores regional network of Protected
Areas.
Date of text: 25 June 2007
ID: LEX-FAOC072685
Link to full text: por72685.pdf

2.3.6. TURKEY
Act No. 2674 on Territorial Sea of the Republic of Turkey.
Date of text: 20 May 1982
ID: LEX-FAOC032259
Link to full text: tur32259.pdf
Environment Law No. 2872.
Date of text: 09 August 1983
ID: LEX-FAOC007700
Link to full text: tur7700.doc tur7700.pdf
Noise Control Regulation.
Date of text: 11 December 1986
ID: LEX-FAOC061151
Link to full text: tur61151E.pdf
Coast Law (Law No. 3621 of 1990).
Date of text: 04 April 1990
ID: LEX-FAOC007702
Link to full text: tur7702.doc tur7702.pdf
Regulation on Environmental Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 06 June 2002
ID: LEX-FAOC033717
Link to full text: tur33717.htm

Regulation on Environmental Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 16 December 2003
ID: LEX-FAOC041439
Link to full text: tur41439.doc
Law No. 5491 amending the Environmental Law No. 2872.
Date of text: 26 April 2006
ID: LEX-FAOC065097
Link to full text: tur65097.doc
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Regulation on Environmental Impact Assessment.
Date of text: 17 July 2008
ID: LEX-FAOC082745
Link to full text: tur82745.doc

2.3.7. DENMARK
Royal Decree concerning the exercise of Danish sovereignty over the Continental Shelf.
Date of text: 07 June 1963
ID: LEX-FAOC032396
Link to full text: den32396.pdf
Royal Decree of 21 December 1966 on delimitation of the territorial sea (No. 19).
Date of original text: 21 December 1966
Date of consolidation / reprint: 19 April 1978
ID: LEX-FAOC001124
Link to full text: den1124.pdf
Act relative to the Continental Shelf.
Date of original text: 01 May 1979
Date of consolidation / reprint: 18 November 2005
ID: LEX-FAOC026143
Link to full text: den26143.doc den26143.pdf
Protection of Nature Act.
Date of original text: 03 January 1992
Date of consolidation / reprint: 18 August 2004
ID: LEX-FAOC019308
Link to full text: den19308.doc
Wildlife Management Act.
Date of original text: 06 May 1993
Date of consolidation / reprint: 12 December 1997
ID: LEX-FAOC019314
Link to full text: den19314.doc
Act on the Protection of the Marine Environment.
Date of original text: 30 June 1993
Date of consolidation / reprint: 28 September 2005
ID: LEX-FAOC064351
Link to full text: den64351.doc den64351E.doc
Act on the Exclusive Economic Zones (No. 411 of 1996).
Date of text: 22 May 1996
ID: LEX-FAOC022348
Link to full text: den22348.pdf den22348.doc
Executive Order concerning the Exclusive Economic Zone of Denmark (No. 584 of 1996).
Date of text: 22 May 1996
ID: LEX-FAOC022349
Link to full text: den22349.pdf
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Environment Protection Act.
Date of original text: 15 July 1997
Date of consolidation / reprint: 25 August 2001
ID: LEX-FAOC039758
Link to full text: den39758.doc den39758E.doc

2.3.8. SWEDEN
Act concerning the Territorial Waters of Sweden.
Date of original text: 03 June 1966
ID: LEX-FAOC032760
Link to full text: swe32760.pdf swe32760.doc
Act relative to the Environment Protection Convention between Finland, Norway, Denmark
and Sweden of 19 February 1974.
ID: LEX-FAOC034046
Link to full text: swe34046.htm
Act relative to the management of natural resources.
Date of original text: 01 July 1987
ID: LEX-FAOC028796
Link to full text: swe28796.doc
Act on Sweden's Exclusive Economic Zone of 1992.
Date of original text: 03 December 1992
ID: LEX-FAOC002163
Link to full text: swe2163.doc swe2163E.pdf
Ordinance on Sweden's Exclusive Economic Zone.
Date of text: 03 December 1992
ID: LEX-FAOC032761
Link to full text: swe32761.pdf
Swedish Environmental Code.
Date of original text: 11 June 1998
Date of consolidation / reprint: 01 January 2007
ID: LEX-FAOC050970
Link to full text: swe50970.pdf swe50970.doc
Decree relative to environment impact assessment (SFS 1994:1596).
Date of original text: 25 June 1998
ID: LEX-FAOC064576
Link to full text: swe64576.doc
Act No. 592 of 2000 relative to wildlife protection areas.
Date of text: 15 June 2000
ID: LEX-FAOC061298
Link to full text: swe61298.doc
Decree relative to the measurement of the Swedish territorial sea.
ID: LEX-FAOC020865
Link to full text: swe20865.doc swe20865E.pdf
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2.3.9. FRANCE
Directives
Directive 2008/56/CE du Parlement Européen et du Conseil du 17 juin 2008 établissant un
cadre d’action communautaire dans le domaine de la politique pour le milieu marin, dite «
Directive-cadre Stratégie pour le milieu marin » (DCSMM)
Loi n°2010-788 du 12 juillet 2010, portant engagement national pour l’environnement, dite «
Grenelle II ».
Loi n° 2008-757 du 1er août 2008, relative à la responsabilité environnementale et à diverses
dispositions d’adaptation au droit communautaire dans le domaine de l’environnement.
Loi n° 2006-1772 du 30 décembre 2006, sur l’eau et les milieux aquatiques (LEMA).
Décret n° 2011-2019 du 29 décembre 2011 portant réforme des études d'impact des projets
de travaux, d'ouvrages ou d'aménagements.
Décret n°2004-308, du 29 mars 2004, relatif aux concessions d'utilisation du domaine public
maritime en dehors des ports.
Arrêté du 1er juillet 2011 fixant la liste des mammifères marins protégés sur le territoire national
et les modalités de leur protection (JORF 0171 du 26 juillet 2011).
Circulaire du 15 avril 2010 relative à l’évaluation des incidences Natura 2000
Code de l’environnement
Guide de l’étude d’impact sur l’environnement des parcs éoliens – actualisation 2010,
actualisation en cours, MEEDDM
Fiche technique n° 7 du Guide de l’étude d’impact sur l’environnement des parcs éoliens –
Prévisions des émissions en milieu marin, juillet 2010 - MEEDDM
Définition du bon état écologique pour les régions sous-marines françaises - Résumé à
l’attention du public, MEDDE, juillet 2012.
Etude « Energie marine renouvelables – Etude méthodologique
environnementaux et socio-économiques, Version 2012, MEDDE

des

impacts

2.4.
Associated standardisation work for noise from shipping
characterisation.
2.4.1. IMO.
International Maritime Organization started in 2008 on an Agenda Item in the Marine
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) on Noise Impact on Marine Life
(MEPC58/INF.19 submitted by Australia) with a view to adopt Non-Mandatory Guidelines for
underwater noise mitigation.
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This process is in a finalization phase. At the last DE57 Committee (Design and Equipment)
the IMO Correspondence Group (who has been tasked with issuing the non-mandatory
guidelines) has submitted its work in the submission DE57/17 PROVISIONS FOR
REDUCTION OF NOISE FROM COMMERICAL SHIPPING AND ITS ADVERSE IMPACTS
ON MARINE LIFE, Report of the Correspondence Group, Submitted by the United States.
The Non-Mandatory Guidelines would apply only to Commercial Shipping and are intended
to provide general advice about reduction of underwater noise to designers, shipbuilders and
ship operators.
It’s stated that: “Given the complexities associated with ship design and construction, the
guidelines focus on primary sources of underwater noise. These are associated with
propeller design, hull form, onboard machinery, and operational aspects. Much, if not most,
of the underwater noise is caused by propeller cavitation. Hull design, onboard machinery,
and operational modification issues may also be relevant, but of secondary importance. The
optimal underwater noise mitigation strategy for any ship should at least consider a
combination of factors related to these areas.”
Besides a set of definitions and a list of Under Water Noise prediction techniques (such as
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Statistical Energy Analysis and Finite Element Analysis, a
comphrensive list of reference is given in the text (ranging from ANSI to ICES report 209).
The core of the Guidelines is articulated along three main domains of concern:
- Design Consideration involving mainly hydrodynamics (propeller, hull, appendages, et
al.);
- On Board Machinery with a special attention to the propulsion machinery, HVAC and
pipes;
- Operational and maintenance considerations focusing on propeller and hull cleaning
mainly.
Of particular interest for the AQUO project are the considerations on future technologies
which we offer here in their integral version:
from Correspondence Group Submission to DE57 on Underwater noise
A number of features can contribute towards a quieter ship and many measures to improve
fuel efficiency are also expected to reduce underwater noise. There is a need for further
research and measurements to quantify the expected noise reductions associated with many
of the features identified here. This is especially the case for measures that may be applied
to existing ships.
9.1
The ship and its propeller could be model tested in a cavitation tunnel for optimizing
the propeller design with respect to cavitation induced pressure pulses.
9.2
If predicted peak fluctuating pressure at the hull above the propeller in design draft is
below 3 kPa (1st harmonic of blade rate) and 2 kPa (2nd harmonic) for ships with a block
coefficient below 0.65 this could indicate a potentially quiet propeller. Comparable values
are likely to be 1 kPa higher in ballast condition.
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9.3
Diesel generators could be resiliently mounted where found to be technically and cost
effective.
9.4
Smaller Four-stroke diesel engines (if any) might be resiliently mounted and isolated
from the gear box by a suitable elastic coupling.
9.5
Ships with a controllable pitch propeller could have some flexibility on shaft speed to
minimise operation at pitch settings too far away from the optimum design pitch. (some
designs may be able to operate down to a shaft speed of two thirds of full)
9.6
.1
.2
.3
.4

Quieting technologies for existing ships
Design and installation of new state-of-the-art propellers;
Installation of wake conditioning devices;
Air injection to propeller (e.g. in ballast condition).
Installation of active vibration control devices on the diesel engine.

2.4.2. ISO
The role of ISO is standardization at international level. Another organization at European
level is the CEN. At national level, several organizations exist, as shown below.

.
Figure 3.Organization for standardization

ISO is organized in TC (Technical Committees), themselves split into subcommittees, where
necessary. The role of these committees, which are composed of experts coming from
industry, academia, non-governmental organizations, and public bodies, is to propose,
discuss and approve standards, in response to needs. Standardization organizations at
national level decide whether or not to participate in a given technical group.
The scope of ISO TC43 is acoustics. During the ISO/TC 43/SC 1 “Noise” meeting, 2011-0407/08 in London, it was decided to establish a new subcommittee ISO/TC 43/SC 3
"Underwater acoustics" with the US as secretariat, under the following scope:
Standardization in the field of underwater acoustics (including natural, biological, and
anthropogenic sound), including methods of measurement and assessment of the
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generation, propagation and reception of underwater sound and its reflection and scattering
in the underwater environment including the seabed, sea surface and biological organisms,
and also including all aspects of the effects of underwater sound on the underwater
environment, humans and aquatic life.
The justification of the creation of this subcommittee is:
“There is increasing concern about noise in the world’s oceans and other waterways.
Commercial ships, cruise ships, military ships and submarines, air guns used for
oceanographic research and minerals exploration, water sports, active sonar, acoustic
communications, offshore alternative energy sources (e.g., wind farms, wave turbines), and
marine construction projects (e.g., oil rigs, bridges, alternative energy development), along
with natural sources (e.g., rain, lightning strikes, earthquakes) and biological sources (e.g.,
fish choruses, snapping shrimp, marine mammal vocalizations and echolocation) combine to
make the seas noisy places. Governments, industry, environmental organizations as well as
concerned scientists and engineers are struggling to understand the impacts that this noise
may have on marine ecology, marine animals, oceanographic research, underwater
biological and anthropogenic acoustic communications, and underwater surveillance of major
waterways and ports for protection from potentially catastrophic natural and/or terrorist
events. These efforts have revealed that there is a need to standardize the methods of
measurement and assessment of underwater noise from various sources, underwater sound
propagation and reception of underwater sound by transducers and biological organisms.”
Until 2012, ISO TC43 SC3 was composed of 12 participating countries (Australia, Canada,
Denmark, Germany Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Norway, Russian Federation, UK,
USA) and 5 observing countries (Czech Republic, Finland, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden).
By the end of 2012, France entered the committee, in relationship with the new AFNOR
BNAAH / ASM « Acoustique sous-marine » standardization commission.

The program of work, defined so far, is as follows:
• Definitions and terminology
• Measurement, monitoring and assessment of underwater noise from ships and other
vessels in deep and shallow water, construction activities (e.g., pile driving, drilling) *,
active sonars, air guns and air gun arrays, and offshore energy production.
• Measurement of acoustic levels in water
• Underwater sound modelling (propagation and prediction).
• Power generation – wind, tidal, wave, hydrothermal
• Utilization of sound to detect, classify (in the sense of identification using acoustic
means), and localize marine life for protection monitoring, conservation, and census.
• Utilization of sound to detect, classify, and localize both stationary and moving
inanimate objects and underwater swimmers.
• Effects of anthropogenic sound on marine life and their habitats.

For the moment, three working groups in ISO TC43 SC3 are active, corresponding with
documents considered for standardization:
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1
2
3

ISO TC43 SC3 WG
Measurement of underwater sound
from ships
Underwater acoustics -- Terminology
Underwater acoustics -- Measurement
of radiated noise from marine pile
driving

Reference document
ISO/PAS 17208-1
(deep waters)
ISO 18405
ISO 18406
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Status of document
To be approved
Creation
Creation

Table 4.Active working groups in ISO TC43 SC3

These topics have been found to be of highest priority. First, there is a lack of internationally
approved standard for the measurement of underwater radiated noise (URN) from a ship.
ISO/PAS 17208-1, which is in fact the implementation of an ANSI-ASA standard, is already
approved or about to be approved. It refers to URN measurement in deep waters. Then, the
working group will probably deal with measurement in shallow waters. Note that the proposal
of a standard for ship URN measurement is the purpose of task 3.1 of AQUO project
(deliverable D3.1).
The next key topic in ISO WG is measurement of radiated noise from marine pile driving.
Indeed, this activity is a major source of disturbance to marine life, associated in some cases
with lethal consequences, as confirmed by recent events.
Note that there is no WG in ISO TC43 SC3 dealing with the definition of maximum URN
levels as targets or requirement for ship design, at it not in general the role of ISO standards
to define regulations or noise limits.
Note also that another ISO Technical Committee (TC8 on ships and maritime technology,
SC2 on marine environment protection) also deals with the same topic, proposing document
ISO16554, which is comparable to Grade C of ISO/PAS 17208-1.

2.4.3. Class Societies

2.4.3.1.

Origin of the Classification Societies

In the second half of the 18th century, marine insurers, based at Lloyd's coffee house in
London, developed a system for the independent technical assessment of the ships
presented to them for insurance cover. In 1760 a Committee was formed for this purpose,
the earliest existing result of their initiative being Lloyd's Register Book for the years 176465-66. At that time, an attempt was made to 'classify' the condition of each ship on an annual
basis. Then, the concept of classification slowly spread to other countries and insurance
markets.
Today a vessel may either meet the relevant Class Society’s Rules or not. As a consequence
it is either 'in' or 'out' of 'class'. Furthermore, each of the Classification Societies has
developed a series of class notations that may be granted to a vessel. Such notations are
generally specific to a particular ship type. Even if most of them are compulsory, some class
notations are optional such as those related to passengers and crew comfort with regard to
noise and/or vibration.
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Definition of Classification societies

A Classification Society is an organization which:
• Publishes its own classification Rules (including technical requirements) in relation to
the design, construction and survey of ships, and has the capacity to apply, maintain
and update those Rules and Regulations with its own resources on a regular basis;
• Verifies compliance with these Rules during construction and periodically during a
classed ship's service life;
• Publishes a register of classed ships;
• Is not controlled by, and does not have interests in, ship-owners, shipbuilders or
others engaged commercially in the manufacturing, equipping, repair or operation of
ships;
• Is authorized by a Flag Administration as defined in SOLAS Chapter XI-1, Regulation
1 and listed accordingly in the IMO database: Global Integrated Shipping Information
System (GISIS).
The purpose of a Classification Society is to provide classification, statutory services and
assistance to the maritime industry and regulatory bodies as regards maritime safety and
pollution prevention, based on the accumulation of maritime knowledge and technology.
The objective of ship classification is to verify the structural strength and integrity of essential
parts of the ship’s hull and its appendages, and the reliability and function of the propulsion
and steering systems, power generation and those other features and auxiliary systems
which have been built into the ship in order to maintain essential services on board for the
purpose of safe operation of a ship.
Classification Societies aim to achieve this objective through the development and
application of their own rules and by verifying compliance with international and/or national
statutory regulations on behalf of flag Administrations. However, Classification Societies are
not guarantors of safety of life or property at sea or the seaworthiness of a vessel because
the Classification Society has no control over how a vessel is operated and maintained in
between the periodical surveys it conducts.
Classification is one element within the maritime safety regime. Others with a responsibility
for, or interest in promoting maritime safety include ship-owners, shipbuilders, flag State
administrations, port State control authorities, underwriters, shipping financiers, charterers,
and, of course, seafarers.
The following part deals with the thirteen class societies belonging to IACS (International
Association of Classification Societies Ltd.) on January 2013. More than 90% of the word’s
cargo carrying tonnage is covered by the classification design, construction and through-life
compliance Rules and standards set by these members. Consequently, most of Europe's
classified ships belong to these class societies.
2.4.3.3.

Purpose and aims of IACS

Created in 1968 by seven leading Societies, IACS is an Association of Classification
Societies which:
• Establishes, reviews, promotes and develops minimum technical requirements in
relation to the design, construction, maintenance and survey of ships and other
marine related facilities;
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Assists international regulatory bodies and standard organizations to develop,
implement and interpret statutory regulations and industry standards in ship design,
construction and maintenance, with a view to improving safety at sea and the
prevention of marine pollution.

Membership of the Association must be recognized as providing an assurance of
professional integrity and the maintenance of high professional standards, by means of:
• Effective application of internal quality management systems complying with the IACS
Quality System Certification Scheme (QSCS), verified by independent Accredited
Certification Bodies;
• Initial verification and periodical assessment that Members comply with this Charter
and the Membership Criteria (including IACS QSCS) in accordance with the
verification process set out in Procedures for Membership Applications and Periodical
Verification of Existing Members.
In conclusion, the IACS is a professional organization and an IMO consultative member
since 1969, with a focus on safety, security and environment objectives. Being an IACS
member could be considered as a proof of the classification society commitment and quality.
2.4.3.4.

Noise status within IACS Members

The following table shows the current status regarding noise in general within IACS
Members.

Classification Society - IACS Members

Millions
Gross
Tonnage

Number
of ships

Underwater Radiated
Noise

Acoustics
Studies /
Guidelines

Comfort
notation

Studies /
Guidelines

X

Nippon Kaiji Kyokay

NK

177.3

7000

X

Lloyd’s Register

LR

155.4

6433

X

X

American Bureau of Shipping

ABS

152.5

7351

X

X

Det Norske Veritas

DNV

141.3

4831

X

X

Germanischer Lloyd

GL

93.9

5763

X

X

Bureau Veritas

BV

73

6385

X

X

Korean Register of Shipping

KR

42.1

2023

China Classification Society

CCS

42

2220

Registro Italiano Navale

RINA

28

2020

Russian Maritime Reg. Shipping

RS

13.5

3214

India Register of Shipping

IRS

7.6

961

Polski Rejestr of Shipping

PRS

2.7

366

Croatian Register of Shipping

CRS

0.9

208

URN
Notation

X
X
In
progress

X
X
X

X

X

Table 5.IACS member status regarding noise prevention
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In the previous table, the societies are classified according to their fleet gross tonnage
(published by United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, entitled Review of
Maritime Transport 2011). Their involvement in acoustic issues is then analyzed regarding
four elements:
• Acoustic studies or guidelines
• Noise comfort notation
• Underwater noise studies or guidelines
• Underwater Radiated Noise notation
This table shows that nine members of the IACS class societies perform studies or give
guidelines regarding acoustic issues. Seven of them even offer a noise comfort notation
intending to assess the passenger or crew comfort onboard. Generally, acoustic issues
linked to health or comfort is a source of concern. Nevertheless, this table shows that URN
(Underwater Radiated Noise) services and notation are not yet widely used.
Only two class societies offer such services: DNV proposes a notation and GL some
services (calculation or consultancy). Further studies are currently being carried out by other
class societies such as Bureau Veritas or Lloyd’s Register.
This study highlights that the class societies should respond to an ongoing evolution by
developing and implementing new regulations regarding URN. They would be the suitable
entities for this purpose, in the same way as for consultancy or notation related to seafarers’
comfort. In any case, the class societies are to be involved in this topic. They must continue
their effort and development in order to lend support to ship owners, ship builders, European
and international institutions.
2.4.3.5.

DNV SILENT Notation

Currently, DNV is the only class society offering an additional notation concerning the
Underwater Radiated Noise. Here below are listed some pros and cons regarding the
SILENT Notation.
Pros
•

•

The DNV Silent Notation addresses different kind of vessels:
o Vessel using hydro-acoustic equipment
o Vessel engaged in seismic research activities
o Vessel performing fishery activities
o Vessel engaged in research or other noise critical operations
o Any vessel which should demonstrate a controlled environmental noise
emission
These groups of vessel allow classifying each type of vessels.
DNV Silent Notation includes the first URN limits ever issued by a classification
society.

Cons
•

Even if the solution used by DNV is the easiest way to implement an URN notation, it
does not consider the receptors (marine wildlife) in any way. These limit levels seem
to have been established from a compilation of URN levels from known ships rather
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than from an approach justified by comparison to bio-acoustic criteria. It could then be
relevant to use categorised marine areas depending on local wildlife populations.
Furthermore, these limits should preferably take into account their biological
characteristics such as communication frequency range and level, audibility
threshold, etc. Such an assessment, similar to human body noise exposure
assessment, could be relevant but seems difficult to implement.
It is currently impossible to know whether the limit values are based on
measurements, or calculation, or both. Whatever the method, the URN development
and experience of actors concerned will allow to improve an URN criterion and to
make it more pertinent and accurate.
The URN measurement method defined in this notation is not suitable for deep water.
Indeed, measurements are carried out in shallow water and neither calculation nor
extrapolation is required. Consequently, this notation is not suitable for all the
European territorial waters. Separating European waters into deep and shallow water
with two measurement procedures and two sets of limits could be judicious. In
addition, this method suffers from some limitations or uncertainties discussed in D3.1
of AQUO project.
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2.4.4. SILENV outcomes
Noise and vibrations (N&V) abatement naturally appears as an important objective for the
greening of surface transports. The SILENV project was a response to this requirement for
the maritime domain.
SILENV final main deliverable was an “acoustic green label” proposal that included
recommended target levels for N&V and associated design guidelines.
The N&V generated by ships can be divided into three items: the N&V on-board vessels, the
noise radiated to harbour and the underwater radiated noise (URN).
Thus, one part of the SILENV project was to investigate the underwater radiated noise in
order to establish adapted limits and associated guidelines.
In a first step, URN preliminary limits have been defined in order to compare the
measurement results to the same reference. Then, URN measurements have been
performed on eleven vessels representative of the type and age of vessels that can be found
in European seas:
- 4 fishing research vessels
- 3 merchant vessels
- 1 passenger ship
- 2 fishing vessels
Finally, regarding the results obtained during the measurement campaign, final SILENV limits
have been defined.
These three steps are presented below.
2.4.4.1.

Preliminary URN target levels

Since the 90s, the target level ICES 209 [57] became a widely used standard for FRV's. This
standard specifies limits for 1/3 octave averaged spectrum levels, at the speed of 11 knots.
ICES 209 has been built from assumptions on cod noise perception, so it is dedicated to
ships concerned with fishing activities. This standard has never been used as reference for
other types of ships.
Recently (January 2010), DNV published a new standard for measurements of underwater
noise emitted from ships [58]. This standard "SILENT" specifies target levels for third octave
band levels and associated measurement procedures. The method used to define these
limits is not known.
The following types of vessel are concerned:
-

Vessel using hydro-acoustic equipment: requirement SILENT-A

-

Vessel engaged in seismic research activities: requirement SILENT-S

-

Vessel performing fishery activity: requirement SILENT-F (Two limits: trawling and
fish finding)

-

Vessel engaged in research operations: requirement SILENT-R

-

Vessel wanting to demonstrate a controlled environmental noise emission:
requirement SILENT-E (Two limits: quiet cruise and normal transit)
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At this stage of the SILENV project, the preliminary targets can be based only on the stateof-the-art. Existing URN data could be used to define realistic targets. Up to now, due to the
lack of knowledge, the perception of marine mammals cannot be taken into account.
Finally, the limits mentioned above (ICES 209 and DNV notation) have been compared to the
available data of URN measurements. Following this comparison, the following preliminary
limits have been defined for the SILENV project:
• FRV and Fishing vessels:
Based the experience, we can consider that the ICES 209 target is well adapted to modern
FRV's. This target is scientifically approved and technically / economically realistic.
No data is available to confirm if this target is technically / economically reachable for fishing
ships.
At this stage, we keep the ICES 209 target at 11 kts as preliminary limits for FRV and fishing.
• Commercial vessels
The principle of two target levels seems well adapted for commercial vessels. As specified in
the DNV SILENT-E, a "Quiet" limit at reduced speed (non-cavitating conditions) could be
dedicated to protected area and a "Transit" target, applicable to normal cruise conditions,
dedicated to global noise reduction in Oceans.
The comparisons with existing URN data show that DNV SILENT-E seems not to require a
progress beyond the state of the art.
The application of the ICES209 target to all vessels, especially "big" ships seems not
conceivable for the following reasons:
-

It is not realistic for big ships with high propulsion powers

-

It is based on fish noise perception, so not justified for ships not involved in fishing
activities

According to the comments above, the preliminary targets proposed for commercial vessels
are defined arbitrarily. These limits are above the ICES 209 but more demanding than DNV
SILENT-E. Based on the existing data, SILENV "Quiet" and "Transit" would require an
improvement of the existing ships but seems realistic.
2.4.4.2.

URN on-site measurements

As mentioned before, URN measurements have been performed on ten vessels in the
SILENV project.
A short description of the ten vessels is given below in addition to the URN measurement
results. For each measurement results, the preliminary SILENV limits are given.
•

Fishing research vessel 1 (FRV1):
Vessel FRV1 is an oceanographic research vessel. Built in 1968, it was used as a
fishing trawler. Moreover in 1987, it was bought by Science and Innovation
Department of Spain and underwent a full transformation in order to become a
Fishing Research Vessel.
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The measurement results are presented below:

Figure 4.FRV1 underwater noise pressure level

The URN results are above the ICES 209 limits especially in low frequency.
•

Fishing research vessel 2 (FRV2):
This vessel is one of the first fishing research vessel built in Spain in 1999.
The measurement results are presented below:

Figure 5.FRV2 underwater noise pressure level

The URN results are above the ICES 209 limits especially in low frequency.
•

Fishing research vessel 3 (FRV3):
This vessel is a recent fishing research vessel built in Spain in 2007. It should be
noted that this vessel was the first Spanish vessel to fulfil ICES 209.
The measurement results are presented below:
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Figure 6.FRV3 underwater noise pressure level

This vessel fulfils the ICES 209 limits in medium and high frequency (above 100Hz),
but in low frequency, the URN spectrum is far above the limits.
•

Fishing research vessel 4 (FRV4):
This vessel is one of the most recent fishing research vessel built in Spain in 2011,
for which specific requirements regarding Noise and Vibration on board and
Underwater radiated noise were included in the contractual specification.
The measurement results are presented below:

Figure 7.FRV4 underwater noise pressure level

The results are close to the limits, however, some deviation appears. After
investigation, it appears that the deviation in low frequency is probably due to slow
displacement of the sensors.
Then, the measurement procedure could be responsible for the deviation observed at
low frequencies.
•

Fishing vessel 1 (Fi1) & 2 (Fi2):
Fi1 vessel is an old fishing vessel built in Spain in 1984.
Fi2 vessel was built in 2004. It is a typical new generation fishing vessel, but it was
designed and equipped to develop fishing and oceanographic research activities.
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The vessel is capable of stern trawling and of carrying out other varieties of fishing
techniques. It is equipped with specialized equipment for assessing fish stocks and
classifying the catches. It also has specific scientific equipment for the analysis of
seabed bathymetry, continuous analysis of water quality etc, and is capable of
developing Biological, Geological and Geophysics campaigns. In summary, it is a
fishing vessel with extensive and sophisticated equipment, sensitive to both noise and
vibration propelled by a fixed-pitch propeller in the nozzle, powered by a Diesel
Engine. The connection between the Engine and the propeller is made using a
gearbox.
The measurement results are presented below:

Figure 8.Fi1 & Fi2 underwater noise pressure level

Concerning these two fishing vessels, the results, especially at low frequencies are
far above the ICES 209 limits.
•

Merchant 1 (M1):
This vessel is a new multipurpose container vessel built in 2010, designed for
transporting dry cargo in two box-shaped cargo holds. The vessel is equipped for
carrying dry cargoes, timber, paper and bulk cargoes such as coal, grain and
dangerous goods.
The measurement results are presented below:
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Figure 9.M1 underwater noise pressure level

For this vessel, it’s in high frequencies where the deviations are the most significant.
•

Merchant 2 (M2):
This vessel is a new asphalt tanker built in 2010.
The measurement results are presented below:
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Figure 10.M2 underwater noise pressure level
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For this vessel, it’s in the high frequencies where the deviations are the most
significant.
•

Merchant 5 (M5):
This vessel is a last generation Ro-Ro vessel (built in 2009) and one of the largest
ferries in the Spanish market. The vessel has four (4) decks for Ro transport with a
total of 210 platforms and 50 containers of double height and additionally, it has a
fixed deck to transport a total of 100 cars.
The measurement results are presented below:

Figure 11.M5 underwater noise pressure level

In this case, the results are far above the limits for all frequencies.
•

Passenger 1 (P1):
This vessel was built in 1999. This superferry has 10 decks and is one of the
company's most modern ships. Completed in June 2001 at the Navantia shipyard in
Puerto Real (Cadiz), she sails between the Spanish mainland and the Balearic
Islands, providing a broad range of quality services and a faster trip (23 knots) than
conventional ferries. It also has a car-deck for 330 vehicles (cars, caravans, buses)
and a large cargo capacity (1,800 linear meters) to ensure sufficient space for Ro-Ro
traffic between Portsmouth and Bilbao.
The measurement results are presented below:
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Figure 12.P1 underwater noise pressure level
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We can observe for this vessel that, whatever the speed, the results are above the
preliminary limits.
2.4.4.3.

Input data relative to marine fauna

In the preliminary SILENV limits, the frequency band has been fixed from 10 Hz to
100 kHz. However, the indicators defined in the frame of EU’s Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MFSD) focus on impulsive sound from 10 Hz to 10 kHz and low
frequency continuous sounds 1/3 octave bands centered at 63 and 125 Hz. Thus, the
frequency band considered for the URN criteria will be: from 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
Studies conducted during SILENV identified the following:
o a single green label based on maximum thresholds on a number of third
octave frequency bands is not sufficient to estimate the acoustic pollution that
the ship might cause;
o it will be more useful to categorize a ship based on a combination of its
spectral shape and source level, and then to specify for certain regions which
ships of which type are allowed to pass;
o for example, a fast ferry should maintain a large distance from marine
protected areas that harbor dolphin populations inhabit, but it could pass over
fish spawning grounds without much risk of causing serious problems;
o merchant vessels on the other hand, should not be allowed to pass over
spawning areas, while the fishing research vessel can be allowed to pass
close by marine protected areas or spawning grounds.
However, at this stage of research, marine protected areas in terms of underwater
noise don’t exist. Uncertainties about the effects on marine fauna and lack of
information on marine species suggest that the considerations listed above cannot yet
lead to a definition of limits more specific for protected areas.
2.4.4.4.

SILENV final target levels

Following the comparison of the measurement results and the preliminary limits, and
according to the feedback of the SILENV partners, a discussion has been conducted
in order to define final limits for the “acoustic green label”.
•

Commercial vessels:
The principle of two target levels seems well adapted for commercial vessels. In DNV
SILENT-E, it’s specified how a ‘Quiet’ limit at reduced speed (non-cavitating
conditions) could be dedicated to protected areas and a ‘Transit’ target, applicable to
normal cruise conditions, dedicated to global noise reduction in Oceans.
The analysis of existing URN data available seems to indicate that:
o the application of the ICES209 target to all vessels, especially big commercial
ships is not conceivable due to high propulsion power installed and the noninvolvement in fishing activities;
o the formerly proposed SILENV limits collocate from 10 up to 20 dBs above the
current performances of existing commercial ships in terms of URN, especially
at frequencies up to 1000 Hz;
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o the URN levels of the above class of ships collocate closer to the existing DNV
limits, even if the effort to comply with them doesn’t seem to require a big
progress beyond the state of the art.
According to the statements above, final SILENV limits proposed for commercial vessels are
presented below:

Figure 13.SILENV URN limits for commercial vessels

Note: Quiet speed = 11kts ; Transit speed = 85% of MCR
•

Fishing research vessels:

Looking at the data obtained from URN trials at sea in the project, we could assume that the
ICES 209 target at 11 knots is well adapted to modern FRV's. This target is scientifically
approved and technically / economically realistic.
•

Fishing vessels:

From data available for fishing ships from the project, it seems that their URN levels are
close to the new SILENV Quiet limit defined for commercial ships (Figure V.4-17, Table V.41).
Moreover, these levels show that, in comparison with commercial ships, the contribution of
fishing ships to global ocean URN is low. Consequently, the new quiet limit defined above
will be the SILENV final target adopted for fishing ships.
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Expected evolution of regulation

In a time horizon of one/two years it is expected that IMO will adopt Non-Mandatory
Guidelines on Underwater Noise (UWN) from Commercial Shipping..
Further work in the IMO to address the UWN towards quantitative characterization
Mandatory guidelines however are not yet at the horizon because there are no mature
assessment methods.
Before any mandatory quantitative indexing is enforced, physical mechanism of noise
generation and mitigation techniques has to be understood..
Great impulse should come from RDI activities in creating solid assessments tools.

2.6.

Issues arising from the opening of arctic routes

The ambient noise environment in the Arctic is more complex and variable than in many
other ocean areas due to the seasonal variability in ice cover. In addition to natural sources
contributing to background levels, anthropogenic sources, like vessel traffic, can also have a
profound impact on these levels. In most regions in the northern hemisphere, shipping noise
is the dominant source of underwater noise below 300 hertz. IMO is actively working towards
a mandatory code for ships operating in Polar Waters; although the underwater noise is
listed under the “Hazards” (noise to water) and under “Factors Affecting Severity of Impacts”
the provisions included refer to another IMO non-mandatory code(s) (see 1.6) being under
development in the IMO.
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3. SPECIES
For many reasons, nowadays, evaluating the acoustic impact of artificial sound sources in
the marine realm is an expensive proposition.
Firstly, we face the relative lack of information on the sound processing and analyses
mechanisms in marine organisms. Although we are capable of cataloguing and recording the
majority of these signals, we still do not know enough about the important role they play in
the balance and development of populations.
Secondly, the possible impact of sound emissions may not only concern auditory reception
systems but might also interfere on other sensorial and systemic levels, proving lethal for the
affected animal. If to these heavyweight reasons one adds the fact that a prolonged or
punctual exposure to a determined noise can have negative short, medium and long term
consequences not immediately observed, the lack of provision and research resources are
the greatest difficulty confronting the scientific community, in obtaining objective data that will
allow the efficient control of anthropogenic noise in the ocean.
In addition, we find ourselves with a most pressing problem which relates to the
homogenization of measurements. For now there is no protocol for measuring marine
acoustic pollution, nor any agreement on the enunciation of these measurements. Whilst this
problem resolves itself, gathered within this body of work are aspects relative to the
expression of measurements as science has created them, with the idea that in some
heterogeneous or fragmented way, these indications may be useful in orientating
preventative and precise management actions in the advancement of acoustic pollution
control.
In that context cetaceans have been chosen as major bio-indicators. Marine mammals,
notably cetaceans, depend on acoustic exchange for a great number of activities and vital
behaviours such as communication, geographical orientation, habitat relationships, feeding
and a wide range endeavours within the broader social group (cohesive action, warnings and
maternal rapports). On account of their fundamental role in the balance of the marine food
chain, cetaceans will serve in this project as one of the major bio-indicators of the interaction
with noise of anthropogenic origin.
However, AQUO also considers other species, like fishes and invertebrates, which have
recently shown to be sensitive to noise when exposed to low frequency sources. WP4 in
particular will dedicate effort on determining the effects of low frequency sound sources
associated to shipping on these two much less studied group of species, not only providing a
state-of-the-art literature review, but also developing ultimate technology to provide AQUO
with hitherto unknown data.

3.1.

Fishes and invertebrates

Perception of sounds
For small vertebrates and invertebrates, the perception of sounds and pressure respond to
similar mechanisms due to the fact that sound propagation through water requires a variation
in pressure, as in a slow or fast displacement of its particles. In teleostean (bony) fish the
swimming bladder is clearly a potential pressure receiver, for it is flexible, gasified and reacts
to pressure fluctuations by changing its volume. Furthermore, the swimming bladder of many
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fish species has been discovered to have a direct or indirect relation to the perilymph of the
inner ear.
Fish lacking swim or gas bladders perceive nearby acoustic pressures, since these are
transmitted by bone conduction, vibration of the otolith or by lateral linear reaction, and being
insensitive to distant sounds that surpass 400 Hz. Fish equipped with swim or gas bladders
without inner-ear connections possesses excellent reflexes conditioned with frequencies
inferior to 520 Hz. Some species have a direct connection, which allows them to pick up
varying frequency levels from 13 to 4000 Hz. If a fish remains at depths without varying, for
compensation, the volume of the swim bladder, not only will it jeopardize its flotation system
but also its ability to perceive sounds.
With regard to pressure, fish possessing a swim bladder can perceive equivalent variations
of less than 0.5% of the hydrostatic environment, whilst those without can only perceive
changes that vary between 2.5-10%. The distinction between frequencies in the case of
‘bony’ fish is similar to the process that takes place in the cochlea (the coiled part of the inner
ear) of vertebrates, although the precise mechanism in the case of bony fish is unknown.
Sound emissions
Despite that fish do not possess a larynx, some fish produce sounds by rubbing serrated
surface components on their skeletal structure. Many species produce very sharp sounds by
grinding their teeth but it is the vibrations of the swim bladder wall, using specialized
muscles, which emits the greatest range of sounds or repertoire of calls.
Sound produced by marine invertebrates has not been investigated to the same extent as
that of fish or marine mammals. Nevertheless, the sounds produced by some 40 species of
marine crustaceans (Palinuridae) and some shrimps (Alpheus) have been documented.
Other mollusks such as percebes (goose barnacle) do emit sounds but the mechanisms
involved have not been studied in great detail.
The majority of marine invertebrates known to produce sound do so by rubbing parts of their
bodies. Shrimps, on the other hand, are an exception; by closing a specialized claw they
produce a clicking sound creating ‘cavitation’ and making a bubble that generates acoustic
pressure of 80 kPa at a distance of 4 cm from the claw when the bubble collapses. This
pressure is sufficiently strong enough to be able to kill small fish35.
Marine crayfish do not possess claws but produce harsh sounds through antennae friction,
which is believed to be a method of repelling predators.
Mussels (Mytilus edilus) make sound with the byssus, the ‘beard’ that is used for adherence
to hard surfaces. In temperatures above 10ºC mussels can produce clicking noises by
stretching and breaking the byssus. It is uncertain whether these sounds are produced
intentionally or not.
Fiddle or violin crabs make up 97% of the genus Uca whose males are renowned for their
asymmetric claws. The larger of the claws is used to produce sound by hitting parts of its
own body or the surface of the area where it is located. A great variety of sounds produced
in this manner have been described as harsh noises, drumming, whistling or rapping.
35

Versluis et al. 2000
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Sounds particular to each species have been identified based on different frequencies and
time intervals. For example, the species Uca pugilator (fiddler crab) produces rapping sounds
between 600 and 2400 Hz while the Uca rapax’s sounds are between 300 and 600 Hz.
Tropical sea urchins (Diadema setosum) produce ‘sparking’ sounds with the rubbing of the
spines as they move. These sounds can also be made from the chaffing between the
‘Aristotle’s Lantern’ (a specialized masticating structure) and its exoskeleton during feeding
and reproduction.

3.2.
Comprehensive list of cetacean species in European
marine areas
Most of the 80 species that are included in the Order of Cetacea are represented in Europe,
except the river dolphins and a few species of porpoises and beaked whales.
Below is a list of these species:
Genus represented
Baleana, Caperea, Eschrichtius, Megaptera, Balaenptera: 11 species/subspecies
Steno, Tursiops, Stenella, Delphinus, Lagenodelphis, Lagenorhynchus, Grampus,
Peponocephala, Feresa, Pseudorca, Orcinus, Globicephala, Orcaella, Physeter,
Delphinapterus, Monodon, Ziphius, Berardius, Tasmacetus, Hyperoodon, Mesoplodon: 47
species/subspecies
Phocoena, Neophocaena ,Phocoenoides, Kogia, Lipotes, Cephalorhynchus: 16
species/subspecies

3.3.
Known/identified Habitats / Species to be acoustically
protected.
The Habitat Directive (Bern Convention) requires, for each species listed into Annex IV
(Species of Community Interest) that each Member State reports on:
Maps of presence
Estimate of conservation status
See the following link
http://bd.eionet.europa.eu/article17/speciesreport/?group=TWFtbWFscw%3D%3D&c
ountry=FR&region=MATL for presence probability map in EU waters. As an example,
we provide Figure 14 the known distribution of the harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) object of an ABR experimental study in WP4:
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Figure 14.EU and International distribution of Phocoena phocoena

Regarding Species Protection, the EU Directive 92/43/ECC, Article 11, states that, in
particular for cetacean species:
“…members states shall take the requisite measures to establish a system of strict protection
for animal species listed in Annex IV(a) in their natural range prohibiting:
- Deliberate disturbance of these species…- Deterioration or destruction of breeding sites or resting places…”
The behavioural change responses of cetaceans to noise are complex and still not fully
known [10]. It may be that they are conditioned by certain factors such as auditory sensitivity,
behavioural state, habit or desensitization, age, sex, presence of young, proximity to
exposure and distance from the coast [11].
Short term reactions to man-made sounds on cetaceans include sudden dives, fleeing from
sound sources, vocal behavioural change, shorter surfacing intervals with increased
respiration, attempts to protect the young, increased swim speed and abandonment of the
polluted area36. In general, cetaceans are more susceptible to a specific noise when it is new
or when its intensity is increased [12]. The reaction thresholds also tend to be lower for
continuous rather than for short-term noise [13], and less for moving or erratic signals than
for static ones [14]. The most commonly seen effect of noise on cetaceans, and probably the
most difficult to evaluate long term, is “alteration”37.
Little is known with respect to the long term effects on behavioural changes in individuals or
populations. Nevertheless, it is possible to confirm that the disruption of feeding activity,
reproduction, migration or caring for the young induced by noise, can precipitate a reduction
in successful reproduction, chance of survival in the young and a reduction in food intake.
These detrimental impacts will be more severe in cases where cetaceans have been
displaced (permanently or temporarily) from important breeding and feeding zones.

36
37

See table 6
Disturbance
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There is an ample volume of scientific literature38 that describes behavioural change in
cetaceans due to recreational boat noise, industrial maritime traffic activities, seismic
surveys, oceanographic tests, sonar, acoustic hardware, airplanes and explosions.
In addition, there are numerous documented cases of cetaceans abandoning areas that have
been subjected to high levels of noise. The displacement of bottlenose dolphin [15], harbour
porpoise [16], beluga [17] and sperm whale [18] populations associated with seismic surveys
and maritime traffic have all been well documented. Humpback whales [19], blue whales
[20], grey whales [21] and Bowhead whales [22] have all abandoned areas in reaction to
shipping activity, aircraft and industrial activities including dredging. The direct consequence
of group displacement of cetacean populations is unknown. Regardless, it is conceivable that
this displacement from coastal area breeding grounds and nursery areas [23] will have a
deleterious impact on survival and growth of the population group.
Depending on the acoustic sensitivities of the species studied (see section 2.3), they will
react in a distinct way to acoustic sources of different characteristics:
•

Low frequency cetaceans39. At present, there are studies on a moderate
number of species and experimental conditions. From these studies we can
cite the case of Bowhead whales, which, during migration, began to show
signs of “alteration” in behaviour as a result of compressed air guns used in a
seismic survey at received levels 120 dB re 1µPa [24]. Other species studied
(including Bowhead whales that were not migrating) began to show signs at
received levels around 140 to 160 dB re 1 µPa [25] or higher [26] for sound
sources of the same nature. When these species were exposed to sources of
industrial sonar, topographic or research [27] origin, the results indicated that
there was no response (or a very limited one) in received levels of 90 dB to
120 dB re 1µPa, increasing the probability of evasion and other behavioural
effects at levels of 122-160 dB re 1µPa. As we can see, these facts also
indicate a considerable variability in received levels associated with the
behavioural responses. Other variables such as the proximity to the source,
its novelty or the operational characteristics, seem to have less influence on
the type and strength of the response [28].

•

Mid frequency cetaceans40. Responses of cetaceans sensitive to medium
frequencies have been documented against emission sources such as ships
[29], acoustic hardware [30], industrial activities [31], mid frequency active
sonar [32] and seismic survey [33]. These studies have not attained clear
conclusions on the coincidence of received levels and behavioural responses.
For example, cases have shown severe behavioural responses to exposure of
between 90 and 120 dB re 1µPa in some individuals while others did not
demonstrate these responses, not even at received levels of 120 to 150 dB re
1µPa. It seems that these response variations can be explained by differences
between species and individuals more than by received levels Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable.. Notable reaction differences between
animals in the wild and those in captivity have been detected; the latter
normally exceed 170 dB re 1µPa before inducing a behavioural response.
Some sperm whales exposed to artificial sources of 190 dB re 1µPa ignored

38

See table 6
See table 2
40
See table 2
39
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them following an initial reaction to flee, this was most likely due to the need to
remain in acoustic contact with the rest of their group [34].
•

41

High frequency cetaceans41. Research studies have been carried out on the
reaction of cetaceans that possess greater sensitivity to higher frequencies
from various acoustic hardware devices in both natural [36] settings and in
captivity [37]. One of the conclusions that was arrived at refers, for example,
to the fact that harbour porpoises are most sensitive to a wide range of manmade sounds and very low exposure levels (90 to 120 dB re 1µPa), at least in
initial exposures. All recorded exposures that exceeded 140 dB re 1µPa
induced evasive behaviour in wild porpoises. The inuring to sound exposure
was observed in some studies but not in all of them. It is possible that very
strong initial reactions to relatively low levels might diminish in some
conditions of repeated exposure, and with experience the subject becomes
[28] “accustomed” to them.

See table
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Known species vs noise characteristics

The choice of cetaceans, and the exhaustive study of their adaptations to the marine
environment throughout their evolution, is not coincidental. The marine environment, as with
all environments, is organized on the basis of the balance of organisms inhabiting them;
each one is positioned on a specific trophic level that allows the development of higher
levels. Disruption in any of these levels unbalances the chain, in both senses. Faced with a
problem of conservation, the challenge of scientists is to find an organism, sufficiently
representative, that’s to say, whose balance and development may have an influence on the
balance and development of the rest of the food chain, and use it as a bio-indicator against a
contaminating source. Cetaceans, for their vital dependence and almost exclusive
relationship with sound information have represented, up until now, the best bio-indicators of
marine acoustic pollution.
The auditory system of cetaceans is characterized by a series of unique morphological
adaptations: one of the most interesting ones is the capacity to select frequencies in order to
distinguish acoustic images across auditory channels which act as frequency filters.
In a healthy organism, this frequency selectivity of the ear (and of the acoustic signals which
are produced and received therein) is evolvable and directly in relation with the specific use
of its habitat, and as such, characterizes each cetacean species. On the other hand, within
this frequency selectivity, the sensitivity of the ear in some species allows the measurement
of the physiological or pathological condition of the auditory system in a predetermined
individual, and to estimate its auditory capacity to use its habitat.
Each of the 80 species of cetaceans relies on a complex acoustic repertoire42. This diversity
of acoustic signals, intra and interspecies, complicates any analysis we make and
considerably limits our capacity to adequately estimate the effects of a polluting sound
source.
Each of the species that make up the order of cetaceans offers a unique acoustic repertoire
in direct relation with the habitat where it has evolved over millions of years. It is understood,
that in order to detect prey, a coastal species will need to extract precise short distance
details of the surrounding relief, while the absence of such relief will require pelagic
cetaceans (those living in the open sea) to obtain information over medium and long
distances on the presence of fish shoals or plankton blooms. Notwithstanding, all toothed
cetaceans share the same acoustic production mechanism which includes the projection of
air across nasal air ducts and its exit by vocal lips, situated on the top of the head.
Throughout immersions or dives, this air is recycled and permits them to vocalize, with the
aim of echolocation or communication depending on the social context at that time.
Another peculiarity along with the absence of vocal chords, also unique in mammals, is the
non-use of the external auditory channel for hearing purposes. Auditory vibrations are
received across fatty tissues situated at lower jaw level that direct information to the middle
and inner ear where it is processed before arriving to the brain.

42

See Table No. 6
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Estimated Bandwidth

Genus represented

7Hz to 22 kHz

Baleana, Caperea, Eschrichtius,
Megaptera, Balaenptera (13
species/subspecies)
Steno, Sousa, Tursiops, Stenella,
Delphinus, Lagenodelphis,
Lagenorhynchus, Lissodelphis,
Grampus, Peponocephala, Feresa,
Pseudorca, Orcinus, Globicephala,
Orcaella, Physeter, Delphinapterus,
Monodon, Ziphius, Berardius,
Tasmacetus, Hyperoodon, Mesoplodon
(57 species/subspecies)
Phocoena,
Neophocaena,Phocoenoides, Plaanista,
Inia, Kogia, Lipotes, Pontoporia,
Cephalorhynchus (20
species/subspecies)

Mid frequency

150 Hz to 160 kHz

High Frequency

200 Hz to 180 kHz

Table 6.Functional groups according to the auditory characteristics of cetaceans, the estimated
43
bandwidth and the genus that represents each group

Effects of anthropogenic acoustic pollution on cetaceans.
There is a growing consensus about the potential impact of man-made sound on marine
fauna. The conscious awareness of this issue has been reinforced by a series of strandings
coinciding with exposure to man-made sound sources. Anthropogenic originated sound can
affect cetaceans in different ways, and these effects can be on an individual or group level.
The question of how and why man-made sound affects marine mammals is controversial and
it is therefore essential to consider that the control and adjustment of marine noise is a
question that could demand great financial cost, and yet it remains vital for research into this
area to be continued in the future.

43

Even though the range of frequencies embrace a considerable bandwidth that makes classification in different groups
difficult, we consider here the central energy to the auditory spectrum of the species studied.
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For now, the following associations can be established:
Source
Ships

Effects of greatest concern
Masking
Habitat displacement
Airguns (compressed air)
Masking
Physical trauma
Auditory loss
Behavioral changes
Habitat displacement
Behavior conditioning effects
Intense low or mid frequency sonar activity
Physical trauma
Auditory loss
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Pile driving
Physical effects
Auditory loss
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Other types of sonar (deepwater soundings, Masking
trawlers, fishing boats)
Auditory loss
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Dredgers
Behavioral change
Habitat displacement
Behavioral conditioning effects
Drilling
Auditory loss
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Towed fishing materials
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Habitat displacement
Explosions
Physical trauma
Auditory loss
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Recreational boats
Masking
Behavioral change
Behavior conditioning effects
Acoustic hardware
Behavior conditioning effects
Airplanes
Behavior conditioning effects
Table 7.Types of anthropogenic sound that can affect marine mammals [39]

Under the scope of AQUO, and taking into account the characteristics of shipping noise, we
will describe here the masking effects of low frequency sources.
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SIGNAL MASKING

The process known as auditory signal masking happens when noise reduces, partially or
completely, the capacity to hear sounds or signals. The scope of interference depends on the
spectrum and the temporal-spatial relationship between the signals and the masking noise,
among other factors [28].
In addition to the acoustic effects of “overlapping” from auditory masking, if a mammal can
hear a sound, this sound, at a determined level, may injure the ear causing a reduction in
sensitivity. The minimum level at which a sound can be perceived is called the auditory
‘threshold’. If an individual needs a significantly greater sensitivity than is normal for its
species to perceive a particular frequency, an auditory deficit marked by a change in the
threshold level or threshold shift occurs. Any noise at a sufficient level may change the
auditory threshold, whilst a different sound, produced at the same level, may not provoke
equivalent changes. If a change in auditory threshold is accompanied by lesions in the ear,
this will be deemed acoustic trauma that may be temporary or permanent, depending on the
duration of the exposure.
We can conclude that masking is the increase of the auditory threshold for a sound due to
the presence of another sound [40]. It has been confirmed [42] that signal masking is
particularly pronounced if the spectral frequency of the masking noise superimposes the
critical band surrounding the frequency of the signal.
The majority of underwater activities produce low frequency sound. This noise can potentially
mask the communication signals of all baleen whale species that use frequencies below 1
kHz and some odontocetes, such as sperm whales. The direct consequences of this
masking of communication and related signals can be diverse: group dispersal, reducing a
fundamental part of their interaction with the natural environment (echolocation) [43],
impaired feeding ability and the separation of mothers from young with usually fatal
consequences for the calf. It is believed that continuous noise is more detrimental than
temporal signals [44] and that low frequency sounds possess a greater masking effect than
higher frequencies [45]. There is still no data on the effect of low frequency masking, nor
direct measurements with baleen whales.
The responses of different species to the presence of ambient noise have different results,
some of which have been documented. For example, sperm and pilot whales have been
observed to cease vocalizations during the exposition of intense noise sources [46]. The
contrary has also be shown as in the case of Beluga whales [47] and dolphins [48] which
increase the intensity and frequency of their vocalizations to compensate for the presence of
ambient noise. Despite these strategies, it is likely that the level of efficient communication
has been reduced and that this reduction has limited their ability to react to stressful or
dangerous situations [49]. However, the directionality of the auditory reception could
compensate for some of the negative effects of masking. The directionality index of the
bottlenose dolphin has been measured up to 20 dB [50].
The capacity of an animal to hear directionally could indeed help it avoid masking, in that it is
capable of differentiating between the signal’s propagated direction and noise. The 20 dB
directionality index measured in dolphins would mean that they could hear a signal coming
from a certain direction as if this signal was ten times higher than ambient noise.
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Grey whales also modify their vocalizations to optimize transmission and signal reception in
response to growing noise levels [49]. It has been suggested that grey whales have evolved
as a function of an environment with a determined ambient noise, and will thus [50] be
especially sensitive to changes in this environment. It has also been suggested [51] that the
ability to detect low intensity sounds could be of great importance for the wellbeing of
cetaceans. Table 8 summarizes these and other experiments related to the masking of signal
on cetaceans.
Species
Beluga
(captivity)

Experiment
objectives
Analyze the noise
effects of icebreakers
and the elaboration of
maskograms to
illustrate masking
zones around various
noises.
Analyze the effects of
icebreakers in masking
noise and the
construction of a model
to process the effect.

Study the vocalizations
of belugas when there
is an increase in
ambient noise.

Beluga

Sperm
whale

Study the vocalizations
of belugas as a
response to boat noise.

Study the behavioral
responses in sperm
whales after the
emission of different
acoustic sources with
the objective of
diverting them from
shipping lanes and
avoiding collision.
Long
fin Study pilot whales
pilot whale
vocalizations as a
response to the “Head
Island Feasibility
Test/HIFT” 1991.

Results and conclusions

Reference

Masking radius:
- 15 km for “bubbler system” of
icebreakers (SPL 194 dB re 1µPa)
- 22 km from propeller noise (SPL
203 dB re 1 µPa ref 1m)
Melting ice does not seem to
contribute to the masking of beluga
signals.
The noise from the bubbler system
in icebreakers and the “ramming” of
the ice produces a noise masking
signal rate of 15-29 dB.
The masking zone for beluga
vocalizations extends for over 40
km.
Belugas change their vocalizations
when there is an increase in
ambient noise. With low frequency
noises an animal increases the level
and frequency of its vocalizations in
a possible attempt to avoid masking.
The belugas increased the
frequency of their vocalizations and
change to higher in response to
boat noise.
The sperm whales that were studied
did not react to the majority of the
emitted signals despite the very high
level of the first exposure. They did
momentarily cease making their
‘clicking’ echolocation signals after
having been exposed to a series of
artificial codas.

Erbe 1997;
Johnson et al.
1989
[N°]

Pilot whales ceased all vocalizations
when exposed to HIFT.

Erbe and
Farmer 1998;
2000, Erbe et
al. 1999, 2000

Au et al. 1985

Lesage et al.
1999

André et al.
1997

Bowles et al.
1994
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Species
Dolphins

Experiment
objectives
Study the effect of
masking noises in
dolphins while using
echolocation.

Results and conclusions

Harbor
porpoise

Reference

The capacity of distinguishing and
detecting targets can be seen to be
severely reduced by the introduction
of masking noise.

Study the effects of
ambient and
anthropogenic noise in
dolphins.

Bottlenose
dolphins

D 1.1
Rev 1.0

Demonstrate that
natural sounds
(shrimp) can degrade
the detection range of
dolphin prey by means
of echolocation.
Model the noise
masking zone from pile
driving and wind farms.
Study the 3 types of
wind power generators
in Denmark and
Sweden
(Middelgrunden,
Vindeby, and
Bockstigen-Valar).
The turbine noise was
only measured above
the ambient noise in
frequencies below 500
Hz.
50% of the detection of
a porpoise’s auditory
threshold for a narrow
band modulated
frequency signal of 4.0
kHz where studied
using behavioral
methods, in the bottom
noise level of a
swimming pool and
with two levels of
masking noise.

The capacity to distinguish and
detect objects diminished severely
upon the introduction of making
noise. On many occasions dolphins
compensated for the presence of
masking noise by emitting more
“clicks” by sweep.
In an ambient noise of 55 dB re 1
µPa2/Hz there is a reduction of 46%
in the detection range (going from
detecting a 28 cm cod from a
distance of 173 m to detecting it
from 93m away).
The masking zone for strong
vocalizations is from 10-15 km, and
up to 40 km for those weaker
vocalizations.
It’s unlikely that this noise reaches
dangerous levels at any distance
from the turbines, and this noise is
not considered capable of masking
porpoise communication.

The masking consisted in a noise in
a 1/6 octave band with a frequency
of 4.25 kHz. Its amplitude was
reduced to 24 dB/octave on both
sides of the respective spectrum
plane. The auditory system of the
animal responded in a linear form
with the increase of the masking
noise. Given that the narrow band
noise was centered outside of the
test frequency, the critical ratio of
the porpoise for tonal signals of 4
kHz in target noise, can only be
estimated to be between 18 and 21
dB re 1µPa.

Au 1993

Au et al 2007

David 2006

Tougaard et
al 2009

Kastelein and
Wensveen
2008
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Species
Narwhal

Killer
whales

Humpback
whale

Experiment
objectives
Study the reaction of
the narwhal to
icebreaker noise.

Study the vocalizations
of killer whales as a
response to its
interaction with whale
watching boats.
Study humpback
vocalizations as a
response to low
frequency active sonar
transmissions.

D 1.1
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Results and conclusions

Reference

The narwhal exhibited a totally silent
behavior in contrast to the known
state of alarm behavior of belugas
when they were exposed to
icebreaker noise.
It was suggested that the Killer
whales change frequency and
prolong their vocalizations in
response to the presence of whale
watching boats.
Some humpbacks were observed to
cease vocalizations, while the songs
of others were 29% longer at a
maximum received level of 150 dB.
Miller et al. 2000 signaled that
perhaps this was to compensate for
interference. Fristrup et al (2003)
showed that humpback’s songs
were up to 10% longer, two hours
after the exposure to sonar.

JCNB/NAMM
CO 2005

Foote et al
2004

Miller et al.
2000; Fristrup
et al. 2003

Table 8.Summary of relevant articles on the masking of acoustic signals of cetaceans
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4. SHIP TRAFFIC
4.1.

How it is assessed

The maritime traffic in the European seas can be assessed from two different ways.
On the first hand, the maritime traffic can be described regarding the trade of the different
European ports. For instance, the quantities of goods loaded and discharge in each
European port, and the evolution of these statistics give an indication of the evolution of the
maritime traffic.
However, these data don’t take into account several aspect of the maritime traffic, including
passenger vessels and fishing vessels.
Moreover, these statistics must be linked with the vessel capacity in order to be relevant.
So, these kinds of statistics give good information on the commercial maritime traffic but
need to be more complete to be more relevant.
The other way to assess the maritime traffic is to monitor the Automated Identification
System (AIS) data.
In 2000, the IMO adopted a new requirement for ships to operate an AIS, capable of
providing information about the ship to other ships and to coastal authorities automatically.
The regulation requires AIS to be fitted aboard all ships of 300 gross tonnages and upwards
engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnages and upwards not
engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships irrespective of size.
The requirement has been effective for all ships since the beginning of 2004.
National authorities can require more stringent requirements (e.g. USA).
For data reception, several antennas are placed along the coast and allow monitoring, in real
time, of several different pieces of information about each vessel: position, speed, and
destination. The gathering of all data, recorded with antennas, lead to the implementation of
ship traffic maps.
But this process is only commonly performed in the coastal vicinity as the AIS system is
based on a VHF antenna. Depending of the height of the antenna, the range is around 30 to
50 nautical miles. Thus, it’s impossible with the AIS system to monitor the complete course of
vessel travelling far from the coast.
The IMO requirement allows for coverage of a wider range of vessels. However, some
vessels are still excluded from this system: for example the smallest fishing vessels.
Moreover, it’s not possible with this system to follow the complete course of a vessel.
It should be noted that today, several web sites publish freely the AIS ship data on the World
Wide Web. In December 2004, the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) agreed that the
publication of the AIS data transmitted by ships could be detrimental to the safety and
security of ships and port facilities. The Committee urged Member Governments to
discourage those who make available AIS data to others for publication.
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To conclude, the statistics on the maritime trade are a good way to foresee the evolution of
maritime traffic and on the other side, the AIS system is a good way to identify maritime
routes, as it covers almost all of the European seas where the coasts are quite close.
Nevertheless, it’s important to keep in mind that these two sources of data to oversee the
maritime traffic are not totally reliable and some mistake can appears, especially in
forecasting the traffic due to small vessels (in particular fishing vessels).

4.2.

Historical last decades

4.2.1. World maritime traffic
Maritime traffic represents a wide part of the world trade exchange of goods.
The figure below shows the main maritime routes in the world.

Figure 15.Main maritime routes (HOFSTRA University ©)

The European Union, as one of the main economic areas of the world, catches a wide part of
the world maritime traffic. Indeed, the economic exchange between the European Union and
the rest of the world covers an important part of the overall maritime trades.
Moreover, the European seas, like the Mediterranean Sea, catch the economic trades
between North Africa and the rest of the world.
Table 9 below illustrates the evolution of the world maritime traffic during the last 40 years.

Year
1970
1980
1990
2000
2008

Oil
1442
1871
1755
2163
2742

Bulk
448
796
968
1288
2059

others
676
1037
1285
2533
3428

Total
2566
3704
4008
5984
8229

Table 9.World maritime traffic in millions of tons (CNUCED ©)
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As we can see, the total amount of goods exchanged by seas in the world has been
multiplied by more than three during the last 40 years.
However, it’s not possible to conclude that the number of ships has been also multiplied by
three during this period. Indeed, a deeper analysis is necessary to take into account vessel
size.
The previous table is divided into three types of goods.
Concerning the trade of oil, the size of tankers was stopped by the second oil shock in the
seventies. Since this date, tanker size has been stabilized even if we can observe some
readjustments in the size of the vessels in highest demand.
The Figure 16 below indicates the evolution of the tanker size between 1992 and 2005. We
can clearly observe that the number of vessels in use has increased during this period,
especially for some sizes.

Figure 16.Number of tanker in use depending of the capacity (in thousands
of tons) (ISEMAR ©)

Concerning the bulk carrier, the same observation can be made. The maximum size of a
vessel hasn’t change between 1992 and 2005 but the size dispatch has changed: we can
clearly observe on the following Figure 17 that, for some specific size of vessels (small or
large one), the number of vessels has significantly increased between 1992 and 2005.

Figure 17.Number of Bulk carrier in use depending of the capacity (in
thousands of tons) (ISEMAR ©)
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Concerning the container vessels, the increase of the vessel size is still valid. Recently,
Korean shipyards have built some 16000TEU (Twenty feet Equivalent Units) and 18000TEU
vessels and it’s difficult to say, today, that they have reached the maximum size.
Actually, the increase of the container vessels size is a long-term aspect as the following
Figure 18 illustrates it.

Figure 18.Maximum size (in TEU) of container vessels

To conclude, the world maritime commercial trade has exploded during the last 50 years.
The European seas catch a main part of this maritime traffic. This evolution is due to the
increase of the number of vessels on one side (for tankers and bulk carriers) and the size of
others vessels (for container ship). And finally, it has resulted in the increase of noise emitted
by the maritime traffic.

4.2.2. MARITIME TRAFFIC IN EU WATERS – Recent Years
The total weight of goods handled in EU ports was estimated at 3.6 billion tonnes in 2010
with a rise of 5.7% compared with 2009. At 539 million tonnes the Netherlands handled the
largest volume of seaborne goods in 2012, overtaking the UK as the largest maritime freight
transport country in EU.
The three largest EU ports in terms of gross weight and volume of containers handled are
Rotterdam, Antwerp and Hamburg. The largest 20 ports accounted for nearly 40% of the
total tonnage of goods handled (2012 data). About 90% of the seaborne goods transported in
the EU in 2010 was international transport (extra-EU and intra-EU), while 10% was national
transport.
The number of passengers passing through EU ports was estimated at nearly 400 million in
2010 (-2% compared to 2009). Close to 88 million passengers were embarked and
disembarked in Italian ports in 2010.

Port activity grew in most European countries in 2010. The largest increases were recorded
in Poland, Estonia, Finland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden and Lithuania while a
decrease was recorded in Greece, Denmark, Latvia and France.
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Table 10.Maritime traffic evolution in the European port

Figure 19.Maximum Gross weight of seaborne goods handled in all ports (in
million tonnes) 1997-2010
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The number of vessel calls at the main EU-27 ports increased by 4.4 % in 2010. The
corresponding total gross vessel tonnage (GT) increased by 4% in the same period. The
average gross tonnage of vessels was about 7150 in both 2010 and 2009, confirming the
trend towards larger average sizes of vessels calling at the main ports in the last two years.
Italy recorded both the highest number of port calls and the largest gross tonnage of vessels
making port calls in 2010 (519 000 vessels with a combined gross vessel tonnage of 2.9
billion tonnes). Greece had the second highest number of port calls (489 000 vessels),
followed by Denmark (357 000 vessels).
On the other hand, the United Kingdom recorded the second largest gross tonnage of
vessels calling in 2010 (2 billion tonnes), followed by Spain (1.7 billion tonnes). Vessel traffic
data for France are currently only partially available and therefore not published (see chapter
on Data sources and availability).
The average size of all the vessels calling at the main EU-27 ports in 2010 varied from a
gross tonnage of about 2 400 GT in Greece to about 20 200 GT in Finland. The average
gross tonnage of vessels calling in the ports of the candidate country Croatia was even lower
than in Greece (about 1 400 GT). In general, these differences reflect the variations in the
structure of the maritime transport activities carried out in the various countries.

Table 11.Number and Gross Tonnage (GT) of vessels in the EU27-FR main
ports in 2010, by type of vessel

Ships of different types have different design speeds. A typical large bulker or tanker is
designed to sail at 14 to 15 knots, whereas a large container ship is often designed to sail at
25 knots [40].
Large ships have a lower wave making resistance and often a higher design speed.
Moreover, small ships are often feeders or coasters, which spend less time at sea and more
time in ports and for whom, consequently, the optimal speed is lower. As a result, smaller
ships are designed for lower speeds than larger ships.
For example, a typical 5,000-8,000 TEU container ship has a design speed of 25 knots,
whereas a 1,000-2,000 container ship has a design speed of 19 knots (Buhaug et al., 2009).
Average speeds are lower than design speeds, but still vary considerably between ship
types. Table 11 shows the design speed and average speeds while at sea of a selected
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number of ships. The average speed of these ships varies from 10.5 knots to 22.7 knots,
which is 90 to 96% of the design speed.
The data relate to the fleet in 2007. Other data relating to engine load of container ships in
2007 (e.g. Jan De Kat, Maersk senior technical adviser,Bloomberg 2011) indicate that
container engine loads and speeds may have been lower, with loads between 55 and 58%
and speeds of 20.0-21.6 knots.

4.2.3. Maritime routes
Maritime routes in the European seas are quite difficult to define precisely. Indeed, although
some regulation exists for some specific areas (such as the English Channel), in most cases,
the vessels are free to take the routes they want.
However, for obvious economic reasons, the maritime roads are in most case the shortest
routes between the departure port and the arrival port. Then, it’s possible, based on the
commercial trade, and the position of the economical weight of ports to define the most
frequently used maritime routes.
The figure below represents the maritime roads corresponding to intra-European trading.

Figure 20.Short distance maritime routes (Buck consultant International©)

In addition to these intra-European maritime roads are added the maritime routes
corresponding the trade between the Europe and the rest of the world.
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For example, the evolution of the merchandise trading between Europe and Asia has led to
an increase to the traffic of container vessels between Suez and Gibraltar. In parallel, the
development of the Northern ports (from Le Havre to Hamburg) “drew” the maritime roads
used by container vessels.
Figure 21 illustrates the maritime roads in 2006 for several types of vessels.

Figure 21.Main routes used by vessels (except tankers) in 2006 (Lloyd’s MIU).

As these maritime routes are linked to the development of ports and their ability to welcome
container vessels, it’s fairly easy to predict the evolution of the routes.
Similarly, the previous figure also illustrates the link between the main maritime routes for
passenger vessels, and the most popular tourist areas. As well, these routes are dependent
on the ports with the capacities to welcome passenger vessels. To follow the evolution of the
maritime routes for passenger vessels is therefore to follow the evolution of ports (creation or
development).

Concerning the tankers, Figure 22 illustrates the main maritime routes in 2006. As well, the
routes are directly linked to the oil and gas terminals able to welcome tankers. Excepting the
case of the construction of a new terminal, there are no obvious reasons to foresee an
evolution of the maritime routes.
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Figure 22.Main routes used by tankers in 2006 (Lloyd’s MIU)

To conclude, maritime routes are mainly defined by the shortest way to travel from one port
to another. Monitoring of the AIS data combined with a statistical analysis should conclude in
a consistent map of the maritime routes.
On the other hand, the maritime traffic will also evolve depending of the capabilities of ports
to welcome vessels.
Then the evolution of maritime traffic in the European seas will be directly linked to a major
change in the European port landscape. Indeed, if the development of a port will probably
increase the number of vessels on the routes to this port, then the creation of a new port will
contribute to the creation of a new maritime route.

4.3.

Current status (2013)

As a first assumption, the number of ships is likely to be one of the (but certainly not the only
one) key metric for underwater noise. Figure 23 quantifies the density of commercial vessels
present at any time per km2 in European waters. This map has been build based on AIS data
(www.marinetrafic.com), meaning that the vessels taken into consideration are mainly all
ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of
500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged on international voyages and all passenger
ships irrespective of size. (Regulation 19 of SOLAS Chapter V rev. 2000).
The current map is consistent with the route description made available in the previous
sections. However, it is interesting to note that there are dramatic contrasts between areas,
route and other places.
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Although in most of the places vessels can cruise wherever they want, vessels do follow
identical routes. Therefore shipping concentrates into those routes, providing locally very
high densities, whereas outside the shipping lanes, the density is very low in comparison.
The contrast is at least a factor of 100 in number of vessel per km2.
It is interesting to note that each access from a MSFD maritime region to another is playing
the role of a choke point for shipping, and can easily be identified:
The Strait of Sicily to access MSFD’s Mediterranean region,
The Strait of Istanbul to access MSFD’s Mediterranean region,
The Strait of Gibraltar between MSFD’s Mediterranean and Atlantic region,
The Strait of Calais in the English Channel, between the Atlantic and the North-sea,
The Strait of Kattegat to access the Baltic Sea.
Under the assumption that the number of vessels is a key metric when turns to underwater
noise, the challenge of shipping noise seems not to be located into the regions (apart for the
south of the North-sea), but at the junction of the MSFD and Habitat regions.

Figure 23.Density map of ship traffic based on AIS data from mid-December 2012 to mid-January
2
2013. The colour scale is logarithmic and represents the average number of ships present in a 1km
cell at any time. Source Quiet-Oceans based on Marine Traffic website.

4.4.

Expectations, forecast.

Growth and dynamics of the global economy are, to a large extent, driven by changes in the
world’s demography, productivity, relative welfare, demand and availability of energy, of raw
materials and of food. Historically; international waterborne trade has grown much faster
than the rate of the global economy, but constraints have occurred and are increasingly to
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be expected in the responding to the rapidly increasing demand for waterborne transport and
increasing vessel sizes. This is most notable in infrastructures such as ports and terminals,
locks and inland connections, which require long lead times for development to
accommodate increasing trades.
Europe has the largest single share in global waterborne transport. Maintaining this position
requires focused efforts to accommodate and safeguard the growth of trade flows and adapt
rapidly to changes in global trade patterns. Europe faces immense challenges to keep its
ports and seaways capable with the increased number and size of ships.
A significant proportion of the EU’s goods and energy arrive via the oceans; 8 million barrels
of oil a day arrive by ship. Maintaining the security of this supply is paramount for the
economic and social well-being of the community.
Some supply threats are technology or climate based, others are geo-political. With the
political stability of countries bordering important shipping routes becoming more uncertain,
acts of piracy and terrorism are likely to continue. New solutions for ensuring the security of
ships and their crew need to be developed and implemented in addition to reducing our
dependence on fossil fuels and increasing the ability of vessels to withstand extreme
conditions.
In the following brief analysis in logic sequence of the Demography, International Trades
and Maritime Transport Trends are given.

Demography
World population growth trend is for a constant increase in a time horizon till 2050.
The Figure 24 shows world and regional population dynamics trends with projections
after 2015 indication a upper limit (dashed line) a “uncertainty area” (shaded) and the
average (solid lines in different colors). This scenario [56] shows a global population
which might touch 10 Billion people in 2050.
World Population and Maritime Transport
In 1890 World Population was 1.4 Billion people, while Maritime Transport was
relying on 10 Million DWT sailing fleet
In 2010 World Population was 7.4 Billion people, while Maritime Transport was
relying on 1.000 Million DWT sailing fleet
In 2050 World Population is expected to hit 10 Billion People with an expected
Maritime Transportation Fleet of more than 2.000 M DWT
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Figure 24.Demography growth and expectations (Source World Bank).

International Trades
Economic growth and growth in international trade are major drivers of increased
passenger and trade-flows. Other important drivers include population growth, the
increasing proportions of people living in cities, and the growth of megacities.
- Already in 2025, the global maritime trade, standing at some 29,000 billion
tons mile in 2005, will have increased by 80%. Europe, as the largest player in
waterborne transport, will maintain its leading position and will be fully capable
of coping with the consequences of this enormous growth in trade and
changing trade patterns. This will be based on the ability of EU waterborne
transport stakeholders to assess future trade trends better and quicker than
their competitors and to plan accordingly their needs and investments
accordingly.
- The widespread economic growth expected over the period to 2030 will be
associated with rapid growth in trade – especially within Asia and between the
major regions. Over the long term, world GDP is expected to grow strongly
and could possibly double over the period to 2030. On this basis, Air
passenger traffic could double in 15 years; air freight could triple in 20 years;
and port handing of maritime containers worldwide could quadruple by 2030.
- Projections for 2060 (Clarkson and IMO) show cargo shipping volume
booming up to 23 Billion tons/year from the actual 8Billions Tons (and an
increase of 300% of GHG emissions in a do-nothing scenario).
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On World GDP (in U$) trends over the past decade, is showing a constant growth
trends till 2009 when the economic downturn happened but also a recovery already
from Year 2010.

Figure 25.Last decades World growth domestic product (GDP) (Source World Bank).

GDP per capita levels in the high-income countries are expected to increase steadily.
Higher than average GDP per capita growth can be expected in the largest
developing economies. GDP per capita levels in China and India could increase
three to four times by 2030. However, levels in the developing economies will still be
much lower in 2030 than in the high-income group.
Projection of GDP Trends is shown in the picture below which shows in a 2050
scenario a growth of 2.6% per annum.

Figure 26.Growth Domestic Product (GDP) rates expectations (Source IEA 2010).

Transport
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The general outlook is for increasing international transport demand, widely spread
across regions and transport modes.
In the following a sequence of two figures [40] showing the historical evolution of the
World seaborne Trade and the World Fleet in number of ships (IMO Registered), reconfirming the direct link with World Population and International Trades growth.

Figure 27.Historical evolution of the World seaborne trade from 1970 to 2007.

Figure 28.World fleet growth (in number of ships) from 1960 to 2007.

As further analysis and confirmation of the transportation trends in sequence below
traffic of goods in major selected European Ports showing a prompt recovery after
the deep downturn in 2007/2008 (see the % Growth 2010/2011 compared respect
2008/2011).
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Container traffic for selected European ports (in TEU)
TEU throughput in selected European ports

2008

2009

2010

% Growth % Growth
2010/2011 2008/2011

2011

TOTAL 85,941,897 73,468,807 81,314,884 86,489,228

6.4%

0.6%

TEU
TEU
Growth
Growth
2010/2011 2008/2011
5,174,344

547,332

Liquid bulk traffic for selected European ports (1000 tons)
2008
TOTAL

2009

2010

2011

1 062 168 1 010 039 1 011 885 966 814

Growth
Growth
2010/2011 2008/2011
- 4.4 %

- 8%

Dry bulk traffic for selected European ports (1000 tons)

TOTAL

2008

2009

2010

2011

625754

504000

530489

531155

Growth
Growth
2010/2011 2008/2011
0.1 %

- 15 %

Ro-ro traffic for selected European ports (1000 tons)
2008
TOTAL

2009

2010

2011

228962.78 243444.67 253799.66 0.0425353

Growth
Growth
2010/2011 2008/2011
10%

22%

Table 12.Overview of cargo traffic growth 2008-2011 : bases for expectations. (Source ESPO [54])

With global GDP doubling by 2030, airline traffic worldwide could grow by around
4.7% per annum over 2010-30; air freight could increase by around 5.9% p.a. over
the same period; maritime container traffic could increase by more than 6% p.a.; and
rail passenger and freight traffic worldwide could increase at around 2-3% p.a.
The Figure 29
On this basis:
- air passenger traffic could double in 15 years;
- air freight could triple in 20 years; and
- port handing of maritime containers worldwide could quadruple by 2030.
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Figure 29.Transport demand growth expectation (Source Second IMO GHG Study [53]).

In the figure below a short term projection of the Total Seaborne Trade (in Billion
Tons) showing again a recovery after the economic crisis and also (solid red line) the
overcapacity of the world carrying fleet respect to the trades volumes which might
slowdown new buildings in the short term with the consequence of an ageing fleet
and a barrier for the introduction of new (and more efficient) vessels.

Figure 30.Seaborne Trade projection for 2010-2015 from 1990 to 2009 data. (Source CESA [52]).

While generally speaking Demography and Trades trends and scenarios are in public
domain from several sources (UN, UNTACD, World Bank[56], IMF[55], etc), scenario
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analysis for Maritime Transport involves more sensitive data of some commercial
interest and are more difficult to access.
A good, solid and globally accepted is the one developed by IPCC and taken as
reference by the IMO in his Second GHG Study from Maritime Transport which is
briefly summarized in the following for the part relative to the Seaborne
Transportation Trends.
In 1992, the IPCC began to develop a set of emissions scenarios that would provide
both a contextual setting and emissions data for their climate models. These
scenarios build on a baseline estimate of emissions and then explore different rates
of technological change, economic growth, and demographic trends.
Below is a summary of each storyline, taken from IPCC documentation (noting that
each storyline includes a variety of individual scenarios):
.1 Storyline A1: a future world of very rapid economic growth, global population
that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, and rapid introduction of new
and more efficient technologies. Major underlying themes are economic and
cultural convergence and capacity building, with a substantial reduction in
regional differences in per capita income. In this world, people pursue personal
wealth rather than environmental quality;
.2 Storyline A2: a very heterogeneous world with continuously increasing
global population and regionally oriented economic growth that is more
fragmented and slower than in other storylines;
.3 Storyline B1: a convergent world with the same global population as in the
A1 storyline but with rapid changes in economic structures toward a service and
information economy, with reductions in material intensity, and the introduction
of clean and resource-efficient technologies; and
.4 Storyline B2: a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions to
economic, social, and environmental sustainability, with continuously increasing
population (lower than A2) and intermediate economic development.
The IPCC used these storylines to project values for the different driving factors,
resulting in a set of 40 scenarios, developed by six modeling teams. The IPCC did
not apply probabilities to these scenarios. Six groups of scenarios were taken from
the four storylines: one group each in the A2, B1 and B2 families, and three groups in
the A1 family. The three A1 scenarios were used to characterize future energy use
as follows: A1FI (fossil-intensive), A1T (technologically advanced and predominantly
non-fossil) and A1B (balanced across energy sources).
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Table 13.Projections of tonne-miles (2007=100) (Source Second IMO GHG Study [53]).

Table 14.Total gross tonnage for fleet categories and growth index (Source Second IMO GHG Study
[53]).

Table 15.Calculation of growth factor (Source Second IMO GHG Study [53]).

As general conclusion of this brief excursus on the future expectations of Maritime
Transport Demand we can summarize the following:
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Re-confirmation of the links between World Population - World Trades –
Maritime Transportation Demand.
The capability of the world economy (in absence of major catastrophic
scenarios) to recover from sharp downturns and re-establish growth paths;
All sources available today are showing 2030 and 2050 growth scenarios
delivering more than doubling Seaborne Trades Demand;
As element of attention the shipbuilding overcapacity besides posing some
problems to the industry is also seen as barrier for the introduction of new and
more efficient vessels.

4.5.

Address slow steaming matter

Slow steaming is a ship-owners strategy which is to conduct a reduction in the ship
operational speed, while keeping the general characteristics of services. The objective is to
reduce fuel consumption and thus reducing operating costs.
It 2008, at the beginning of the economic crisis, these strategies were deployed in some
markets.
Indeed, the economic crisis has led to a significant increase in fuel costs. In addition, all
studies indicate that this increase will not stop but instead the cost of fuel will continue to rise
steadily.
On the other hand, environmental standards, including those for the emission of sulphites,
will force owners to use better quality fuel (type MGO premium) with a cost to be doubled
compared to standard fuel (IFO380). Finally, surcharges due to CO2 emissions in 2014 will
be added to the overall cost.
The following graphic illustrate the evolution of the operating cost due to fuel consumption:

Figure 31.Fuel cost evolution. (Source : Germanischer Lloyd)
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Assuming that fuel cost can represent from 30% to 50% of the total price of services, it’s
easy to understand why ship-owners have investigated all the possible solutions to solve this
problem.
The following figure illustrates the different solutions that can be used in order to minimize
the fuel costs:

Figure 32.Energy saving vs investment cost. (Source : CMA CGM)

Referring to this figure, it seems clear that reducing the operating speed is the best solution.
That can be explained by the fact that engine power is about a third power of ship speed. So,
when a ship reduces its speed by 10%, its engine power is reduced by 27%. Because it
takes longer to sail a given distance at a lower speed; the energy required for a voyage is
reduced by 19% (a quadratic function).
Within most of speed ranges, fuel consumption and consequently emissions of carbon
dioxide and sulphite oxides are reduced in line with energy consumption.
The following graphic represents the voyage cost for various fuel cost.
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Figure 33.Comparison of voyage cost for various HFO prices. (CMA CGM)

We observe that profitability is reached then the fuel cost is above 200$/ton.
Finally, as we have seen before, from an economical point of view, slow steaming appears to
be the best solution to reduce fuel costs. Nevertheless, before generalizing it on all vessels,
some mechanical inspections have to be done in order to ensure that the engine can cope
with this procedure.
Indeed, most recent engines have been designed to work at their maximum power. A longterm decrease of the engine power could be harmful. Then, a lot of experimentations have
been performed on several vessels, in cooperation between ship-owners and engine
manufacturers.
A selection of vessels has been chosen to operate in slow steaming during several months.
Some items like turbochargers, cylinder liners, or waste heat recovery boilers have been
inspected regularly in order to check and monitor the fouling.
After several month of monitoring, and according to the engine manufacturers' specifications
(modification of the oil type, modification of the maintenance agenda, etc), the ship owners
have concluded that the slow steaming was neither harmful for the engine nor dangerous for
the crew.
Up to now, slow steaming has been generalized on most container vessels above 5000 TEU.
Unless the fuel cost decreases significantly, we can assume that this strategy will endure in
the future.
Dealing now with the underwater noise, slow steaming practice needs careful consideration.
If the ship is an existing ship, it has very likely been designed and optimized for service at a
speed much higher with respect to the one at which it operates in slow steaming mode,
operating therefore in sub-optimal conditions. While this circumstance might only reduce the
benefits in terms of efficiency, it might instead cause disruptive results in terms of underwater
noise. This is of course linked with the propeller performances and cavitation inception.
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A large number of ships are fitted with Controllable Pitch Propellers that change the angle of
the blades, and hence for pitch values other than the design pitch, only the position at one
radius will actually have the ‘correct’ pitch. This means that when slow steaming the pitch will
not be correct (for most of the blade) resulting in poor efficiency, and excessive cavitation,
hence an increased noise. In [34] the authors gave some experimental results which
demonstrates that when the speed (under the constant rpm mode) is reduced the noise
increases.
This will also mean that the propeller has not been designed for the correct conditions and it
is therefore particularly important to consider a redesign of the propeller(s), particularly for
ships fitted with controllable pitch propellers.

The consequences are double:
-

The slower speed of vessel will induce a longer exposure time of marine
mammals to the noise.
On the other side, we can suppose that a lower speed will contribute to a
decrease of the noise generated by the propeller if properly designed for this
purpose.

In any case, this modification of the operating strategy will have a significant impact on the
underwater radiated noise and must be taken into account in the AQUO project.
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5. SYNTHESIS MAP
From the existing regulations (identified protected areas…), the species identification within
this regulatory framework and the current traffic study thanks to AIS data, a map which
superimposes the emitter (shipping) and the receptor (marine fauna) will be created. This
goal based-approach will help to identify the needs and the risks towards ship traffic impact
on marine fauna.
This work is based on the information available through the European Topic Centre on
Biological Diversity website. This source of information is formed by maps of the observed
and/or expected distribution of habitat for the species under regulation Art. 17. The
preferable habitat for each species has been superposed to the observed distribution of
ships made available by the AIS coastal network between December 2012 and January
2013. The habitat information is only available as images, and the access the data would
have largely facilitated merging both biological and anthropogenic information. Nonetheless,
the effort has been made to produce, for each species reported by the European Topic
Centre on Biological Diversity a merged view with the commercial shipping activity at the
scale of the European waters.
The objective of this work does not intend to identify correlations and effects between
shipping activities and the presence of the absence of species, which would be a simplistic
approach. The objective is rather to identify areas where:
- Where there is a significant anthropogenic pressure though shipping, together
with a known and reported habitat (area class 1);
- Where a significant anthropogenic pressure though shipping is juxtaposed to a
known and reported habitat (area class 2).
This identification will serve as a decision aid to select the experimental area for the rest of
the project. Six areas match the area classes:
The north of the Bay of Biscay,
The west coast of Portugal,
The north-east coast of Spain,
The west coast of England,
The south coast of France,
The English channel.
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west coast
of England

English
channel

Superimposition Superimposition

Balaenoptera
Superimposition Superimposition
acutorostrata
Balaenoptera
borealis

Superimposition

Balaenoptera
musculus

Superimposition

Juxtaposition Superimposition

Physeter
catodon

Superimposition Superimposition Superimposition

Tursiops
truncatus

Superimposition Superimposition Superimposition

Ziphius
cavirostris

Superimposition Superimposition

Delphinus
delphis

Superimposition Superimposition

Superimposition

Globicephala
menas

Superimposition
Superimposition
Juxtaposed

Superimposition

Stenella
coeruleoalba

Superimposition Superimposition
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The north part of the Bay
of Biscay, the west coast
of Portugal and the English
channel show a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Balaenoptera
acutorostrata.
The west of the English
coast shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping and no
reported habitat, the
juxtaposition in the north to
a known and reported
habitat for Baleanotera
acutorostrata.

The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Balaenoptera
borealis.
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The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Balaenoptera
musculus.

The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Balaenoptera
physalus.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Balaenoptera
physalus.
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The west coast of Portugal
and the north-east coast of
Spain shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Physeter
catodon.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Physeter
catodon.

The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Tursiops
truncatus.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Tursiops
truncatus.
The north-east coast of
Spain in the Mediterranean
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Tursiops
truncatus.
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The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Ziphius
cavirostris.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Ziphius
cavirostris.

The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Delphinus
delphis.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Delphinus
delphis.
Observations of Delphinus
delphis however are
located at a dstance from
the main shipping route in
the Bay of Biscay.
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The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Globicephala
menas.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay and the English
channel show a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Globicephala
menas.
Observations of
Globicephala menas
however are located at a
dstance from the main
shipping route in the Bay
of Biscay.
The west coast of Portugal
shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Stenella
coeruleoalba.
The north of the Bay of
Biscay shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Stenella
coeruleoalba.
The north-east coast of
Spain shows a significant
anthropogenic pressure
through shipping, together
with a known and reported
habitat for Stenella
coeruleoalba.
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